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SPANISH VILLA
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OPENS FOR ROLLER SKATING

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 11
7.30 to 11 o’clock

Skating Every Night This Week and Saturday
Afternoon
GOOD

200 PAIRS NEW
RICHARDSON
SKATES

COURTEOUS
INSTRUCTORS

6000 Feet of Newly Surfaced Floor
F. B. ALLEN, Manager
NOTICE TO DANCE PATRONS
One to our using the time to resurface the floor, we have been
obliged to cancel the dances for this week; but we will continue our
Regular Thursday Night Dance Next Week.

OUR

5c SALE
Continues All This Week
While many of the articles arc sold off there remain some of the
very best left and you are sure of making a good saving If you visit
us this week.

is a 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT on everything in
the store—including Men's and Boys' Zipper Jackets, Roys' Suits,
Stockings, Underwear, Hat:, Cap*. Shirts, Overalls, Etc.

Remember—there

Lovenia Henderson, Clerk.

V

COME SEE
THE NEW OLDSMOBILES
LEADERS

STYLE

PRICES

As the result of a Christmas im skill. He stands 6 feet 2. Is a rig'-'
pulse which came upon Hon. Wm. hander, but bats left handed.
"I hope to get a chance to play
Tudor Gardiner in the closing days
semi-professional baseball," he told
of his term as Governor of Maine,
The Courier-Oazette reporter as he
there walked forth from Stale Prison i was about to say goodbye to the
yesterday afternoon a young man prison authorities, "but I have learned
who had scarcely expected to breathe the barber’s trade since I have bee.i
j in prison, and may go to some : c'
the air of freedom again.
in order to fit myself for engaging in
Cne of 'he conditions attached to
i that business."
the pardon of Homer Spurlock was
Spurlock also learned to play a
that he should leave this State and guitar, and the prison not only loses
when he boarded the train yesterday a crack ball player but a good mu- .it was for a journey which would take cian.
"Were you surprised to receive a
him back to the mountain town o!
pardon?" he was asked.
Cattlesburg, Kentucky.
"I will say I was,' was the rmphaSpurlock, who is only 28. had al ic reply, "and I consider myself
ready spent 12 years in the Thomas ] mighty lucky.”
ton penitentiary. He had come Ea' i Spurlock's parents are living: also
| two brothers who were in the World
to work in the woods at Kineo. bu’
! War, and three sisters. His return to
the foreman had called him and hi' them will be in the nature of a sur
companions "a bunch of babies." and prise. His gratitude to the Governor
and Council was strongly stressed
they quit the Job and became driftct
Today the doors will swing op:n for
Shortly afterward occurred the trag
the
exit of another pardoned lifer.
edy at Embden, resulting in the slay
Eddie LaPointe, who had served 11
ing of the station agent, James Pur years for the murder of his wife In
cell. One of the trio which committed South Sebcc. To him, also, the par
the crime, turned State's evidence don came as a great surprise.
and was liberated after less than fou
"L have never stopped regrettini
years in confinement.
my crime," said La Pointe yesterday,
One of the last appointments made under Gov. Gardiner's administra
To Spurlock, still in his teens there "but I wasn't expecting any good news
tion was that of Zelma M. Dwinal of Camden as judge of the Rockland loomed no hope for anything but a like this.”
Municipal Court. Judge Dwinal entered upon his new duties last week, and i lifetime within the gray walls, but he
LaPointe is a Canadian by birth,
it needs no prophet to forecast that he will maintain the high standard set elected to have a good prison record but has lived In Maine since he was
by his late predecessors. Judge Frank B. Miller and Jud;- Walter H Butler. and following a tonsil operation there five yeara old. Domestic troub'c
Judge Dwinal graduated from Bates College in 19^6. and subsequently came a marked improvement in hi' resulted in his wife leaving home.
was principal of High Schools in Livermore Falls, Rtcluniiid and Camden.
somewhat gloomy manner, so much so LaPointe took to drink and after >
He was doorkeeper two years in the United States Senate, studying law j that Warden Raymond E Thurston long fit of brooding he slew her.
meantime at Georgetown University. He completed his law studies at Boston had no hesitation in recommending a
In prison he learned upholstering,
University Law School, and was admitted to the Bar in 1918. He decided to pardon when the unexpected oppor and since his confinement there he
loca.; in Camden, and in the same year that he became a lawyer he engaged tunity came.
has twice been operated upon, first
in the insuiance and real estate business.
Spurlock worked in the harness for appendicitis, and four months ago
Camden has bestowed upon him all the honors within her gift, having .'hop until It went out of business and for hernia. He completely forgot his
elected him representative to Legislature and four times having chosen him was then transferred to the broom physical troubles when Warden
as chairman of the board of selectmen. He has also served four terms as shop The past two years he has beer Thurston conveyed the good news
county attorney.
bookkeeper ln the kitchen, and was that freedom was coming to him.
Judge Dwinal has been chairman of the Republican town committee since j lately made one of the prison me
"I have had 12 years to think It
1918. and was chairman of the coupty committee from 1926 to 1928. He was
over in," he said; “no more crime
j tors.
a member of Maine's Hoover delegation to the Kansas City National Con
The high light of his prison experi for me."
vention. and is now the Knox County member of the Republican State Com
LaPointe will go back to Canada
ence however is in the fact that he
mittee.
developed into a remarkably success and expects to work at the trade he
He is a prominent Mason and a member of the Camden Rotary Club and
ful baseball pitcher. In the past six has learned in prison. He has two
Business Men's Club. At the 1929 session of the State Legislature he was
seasons the prison team has played children In South Sebec, but hi6 route
ranking member of the important judiciary committee.
an average of 3o games many of them to Canada will not take him through
with semi-pro teams from other parts the town where the tragedy occurred
of the State. The many prison vic which so nearly deprived him of free
tories were attributed largely to his dom for life.

ROCKLAND BANKS STAND PAT

IIOW GRAY GOT HOME

FOR 1933

REDUCED

Was Easy

Howard Gray, assistant keeper on
Boone Island Light, says that It's
very simple, and no magic carpets,
train fares or other formulas Or exj penses are necessary—if one finds
himfelf far from home, and wishes
1 to get back, let him just buy a wash
ing machine. Mr. Gray is a former
resident of McKinley, and was back
i just the other day for a visit. Ht
dropped into the store ot H. O.
' Reed, and Mr. Reed, knowing that
Mr. Gray was by way of being a
benedict, approached him in the
i mitter of purchasing an electric
washing machine.
"Do you deliver?" asked Mr. Gray.
"Yes, indeed," replied Mr. Reed.
"We Jeliver, install, demonstrate
and guarantee."
“All right. I'll take one; and if you
don't mind. I'll Just hop aboard and
ride up on' the delivery wagon to
York Village."
So Mr. Gray had a nice Httle 200milc auto ride, and reached home
safely and economically; Mr. Reed
had a nice little 200-mile ride, and
another one on the return, and es
tablished a local record for delivery
service; and Mrs. Gray was glad
dened on New Year's Eve by the re
turn of her husband and a gift of a
new washing machine. And all three
I agree that these new labor saving
electric gadgets are marvelous things.

ARE WORKING IN EARNEST
For the Proposed Georges Valley Pike — Committee
Named At the Warren Meeting

M.

’

WE WANTERKNOW!
Date of Shipwreck Wanted

Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
Have you any paper or papers giv
ing an account of the wreck of the
schooner "Margaret" on White Head
Ledges in the spring of '66 or '67? 1 j
wduld like to verify the date of this shipwreck.
(Miss) Alice L. Pendleton.
Brooklyn. N. Y., Dec. 30.

It.

Pill: bur.v, president of
Security Trust Company

the

lloiner E. Robinson, president
Rorkland National Bank

i '
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READ!

BLACKINGTON’S

EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13

Huge Mark Down Sale
MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS
11.00 to 11.25 Value

A ROOMIER, MORE POWERFUL SO HORSEPOWIR SIX
A LARGER, FINER

90

HORSEPOWER STRAIGHT EIGHT

59c
All Sixes!

“Quaker Stages”

AU Colors!

MEN’S OVERCOATS
(Small Sizes)

Only $2.88 and $4.88

"Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston"

Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M.

Arrive Boston 2.15 I*. M.

Coaches Leave Itockland 5.00 P. M.

Arrive Boston 11.30 I*. M.

Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

NOW ON DISPLAY

Keys made to order. Keys mate
to flt locks when original keysare
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
books provide keys for all locks
without bother.
Seissorn and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices

AT OUR SHOWROOMS

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY
21 Limerock Street,
.........

- ■

Phone 886

, Rockland
- -

■

,

. ■—

Crie Hardware Co.
Ml MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephsna 711
M-lf

of

The Rockland National Bank and C. S. Staples, Basil H Stinson, O. W.
Security Trust Company held their Walker. G B. Wood, William Ellingannual meetings this forenoon, and wood, Neil A Fogg.
Rorkland National
those well managed institutions wise
President—Homer E. Robinson.
ly concluded lo stand pat with their
Vice President—Joseph W Roblnboards of officers The lists follow: ' son.
Sorority Trust Company
Cashier—Joseph Emery.
Assistant Cashier—C M D. Keene.
President—>M R Pillsbury.
Directors—H. P Blodgett, O B.
Vice Presidents—Earle McIntosh
Butler, Fred A. Carter. W W Case,
and J. C. Perry.
Leroy F Chase, William T. Cobb, R
Treasurer—Elmer C Davis.
Secretary and Clerk—Earle McIn Anson Crie, Edward F Oiover, Vesper
A Leach. Homer E. Robinson. Joseph
tosh.
Dlrectois—Henry B Bird. Adricl U. W Robinson, George L St. Clair.
Bird. Elmer B Crockett, W. O. Fuller. William D. Talbot, and Fred A
J. A Jameson. Milton S. Kimball, J. Thorndike.
Secretary to Directors—W. W Case.
C. Perry. M. B. Perry. M. R. Pillsbury,

===• •
LOOK!

WHEN HOPE WAS DEAD
Along Came Pardons For Two Lifers At the State Prison
—Both To Leave the State

Tbe annual meeting of the Akia
Society will be held Tuesday evening. Assistant Keeper at Boone Island
Jan. 10, 1933, at 67 Camden Street.
Bought a Washing Machine--Rest

WILLIS AYER

Volume 88 .................. Number 4

“GOOD MORNING JUDGE DWINAL”

The wit of Ex-President Coolidge
With 236 county champions and lo
is illustrated in a story told by Fred
W. Wight formerly assistant to Oen. cal 4-H Club leaders ln attendance,
Herbert M. Lord, director of the Bu the annual State contest was com
pleted at the University of Maine last
reau of the Budget.
President Coolidge and Gen. Lord week. State champions were an
attended a convention of the Whole nounced for each of the 12 standard
sale Grocers' Association of the club projects at the close of the last
United States at the Willard Hotel session. Maine Central railroad prizes
As they were descending ln the were awarded by William G. Hunton.
elevator, the President Inquired if industrial agent
Albert J. Bailey of Montswrag re
Gen. Lord's car was at the door.
"My car is the trolley car," said ceived the Alpha Zeta certificate.
Alpha Zeta is an honorary agriculOen. Lord.
“Come with Mrs. Coolidge and me ■ tural fraternity which has offered a
to the White House and I will have certificate each year for three years
my chauffeur take you home,” said to the most outstanding 4-H Club boy.
Among the speakers were Dr. Har
the President.
"I never expected to have the old S Boardman, president of the
honor of riding with the President University of Maine: Ralph S. Adams
of the United States,” said Gen. of the Bangor Theological Seminary:
Lord, “but it's just my luck that it's A. L. Deering, director of the Exten
sion Service; A. L. T Cummings,
dark and r.-oody will see us."
"Maybe that's why I asked you," manager of the State Chamber ol
Commerce; and Cedric Ranger, local
came the smiling retort.
club leader at East Wilton
State champions are Bean Grow
WAS HE FOR "F. D.”?
ing. Lyndon V. Duran. East Corinth:
Canning. Lucinda E. Rich. Charles
Fred Owen Thinks This Will ton; Chick Raising. Chester BachelHave Bearing On J. C. ler, Oakland; Cooking and House
keeping, Roberta Weeks East Wilton.
Hobbs' Candidacy
Sweet Oom. Dane VV. ’’eves, Oakland:
Dairy, Edwin C Annis. West Rock
When Ex-Sheriff Hobbs of Cam port; Garden. Cliester E. White.
den entered the lists as a candidate Skowhegan; Pig. Franklin W. Rich.
for United States Marshal he lent Charleston; Potato, Avery E. Rich.
new zest to the scramble for one of Charleston; Poultry Management
the best federal plums that will fall Clifton Meservey. Union: Room Im
from the political tree in this State. provement. Eleanor Ladd. Dover-Fox •
The fact that there are two can croft; and Sewing, Charlotte Bras
didates from Knox County has oc don. Damariscotta.
casioned some surprise, but down
A tour of the campus was conduct
here in Rockland the supporters are ed for the group of county champions
saying that “Cros" doesn't really ex by Kenneth C. Lovejoy, Waldo Coun
pect the appointment but is merely ty club agent; E. T. Blodgett, York
I getting in line for some other Job— County club agent: Charles Small,
a deputyship. maybe.
local leader. Walnut Hill; and Amede
Just what Mr. Hobbs will say Boutin, club member, South Acton.
when he hears this comment is Reports were given by these club
problematical, but everybody who members who were winners al the
knows the Hobbs boys knows that State 4-H Club Camp In Lewiston last
they are fighters (politically, of fall: Virginia Peck. Sidney; Louise
course) from the drop of the hat.
Nash, Camden; Wilma Bailey. North
And here is what Fred K Owen Anson; and Ruth Bradley Paine.
had to say about it in his political North Anson The special recrea
column in the Portland Telegram:
tional period Friday was in charge oi
■“I am told that former Sheriff these local leaders: Mrs. Adelynn
J. Crosby Hobbs of Camden and a Mann. Bryant Pond; Chester DeDemocrat of some prominence in
i that section has made known that Coster, Buckfield: Norris A. Waltz.
I he will be a candidate for United Damariscotta; and Mrs. E. A. Wixson.
States marshal in Maine, when the Waterville.
Present from Knox and Lincoln
change comes to be made. I don't
know whether Mr. Hobbs was a Counties were Mrs. Celia Bragdon.
Roosevelt man or not. If not it may Noms Waltz. B Wendell Holmes.
not look so good for him. Only Arlene Cummings Loring Edgerly,
Roosevelt men are to be placed on Mrs. E. M. Hobbs. Mrs. Bessie Hardy.
guard in the plum yard is the word Alta Pendleton. Nathan Barrett, Ber
given out. and this mandate may nard Jewett. Clifton Meservey. Annie
cause some disappointment. Repre M Rhodes. Charlotte Waltz. Ray
sentative-elect Moran and Utter- mond Rhodes. Charles N. Light. Edith
back being listed on the other side." Nash, Charlotte Bragdon. Louise
Nash. Robert Mitchell and Edwtn
Annis.

NOTICE!

THREE CENTS A COPY

—- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- w

THE STATE CONTEST

The Late President Had a Knox and Lincoln 4-H Clubs
Montoro R. Pillsbury succeeded
Ready Reply For Gen. H. i Well Represented At the
Milton 8. Kimball as president of the
Security Trust Company. Homer E.
M. Lord’s Remark
Meeting In Orono
Robinson was re-dected president of

the Rockland National Bank.
H. Ernest Keywood was transferred
to the Rockland territory, by Bond &
Goodwin, succeeding Edward J. Helller, who had become treasurer of the
Rockland Savings Bank.
—
Pew things are Impossible to —
The Central Maine Power Company
T diligence and skill.—Johnson.
♦ was removing the Street Railway
trolley wires.

MUSIC

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, January 10, 1933

Tuesday
Issue

Fare to Boston: One way $5.00.

Round trip $9.00

Fare to New York : One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00

Tickets may be obtained at Thorndike Flotcl, Main
Street, Rockland. Telephone 620

To further the interest of Warren
citizens and to gain the support and
co-opcration of the Representatives
to Legislature from Knox and Waldo
Counties in the proposed Georges
Valley Pike between Belmont and
Warren, was the purpose of the meet
ing at the I.O.O.F. hall Saturday
night.
Tlie session was called to order by
Curtis C. Starrett selectman, ol War
ren, and presided over by George
Nichols of Camden, president of the
Knox and Waldo Selectman's Associ
ation, D. H. Mathieson one of Montv tile's selectmen acting as clerk. The
chairman explained the project brief
ly, outlining the proposition and sev
eral speakers, including Judge Zelma
M Dwinal of Camden and Rockland,
County Commissioner Adin L. Hop
kins of Camden, D. H. Mathieson, se
lectman, of Montville, J. Crosby
Hobbs of Camden, ex-selectman, exsheriff and ex-county commissioner;
Oeorge Starrett, ex-county commis
sioner of Warren, Willis R Vinal.
town treasurer of Warren, Selectman
Proctor of Appleton, Representative
Louis Walker of Rockland, Repre
sentative Arthur Walker, of Rock
port; County Commissioner Hiram O.
Burgess of Belfast, Representative
Irvin Hills of Northport, told of the
advantages of having such a road
designated by the State as a route.
Other speakers were Warren citizens
This would be a stretch of road
about forty miles ln length, practical
ly all improved road with the excep
tion of 5.3 miles In Searsmont and
Appleton to be constructed, and would
be of benefit to about 500 square miles
of outlying district which has no out
let during the winter months.
Since the cessation of the Knox
Railroad between Union and Warren,
such a thoroughfare is more necessary
than before, because of the heavy
trucking of grain, canned goods and
mails between the towns. In addition
land and property values through
that section would be increased and
the sale e( such furthered. The fear
that appropriations for third class
roads, three-town act roads, and spe
cial resolve roucL would be eliminat
ed in the economy program, was ex
pressed.
Commissioner Hopkins
spoke very convincingly ln regard to
"digging the communities in question

out of the mud" the stretches of road
needing construction, veritable mud
holes during the breakup of the road >
in spring.
Petitions have been presented a',
Augusta for the road and several
meetings held this fall at Belmont,
and Appleton. In conclusion, a com
mittee of three Representatives, Ever
ett Hobbs of Hope as chairman. Ar
thur Walker of Rockport, and Irvin
Hills of Northport, was selected
Chairman Nichols to further the In
terests of Knox and Waldo Counties
and especially the Georges Valley
Pike road. Hie next meeting will lx
held at Union.
Fifty-five persons were present
from Warren and other interested
towns.
A freak apple has come to hand.
It was raised in North Dexter on the
large farm of Charles Shea, who has
a big orchard. It is a common sized
apple with a very small one attached
to the stem end. It was picked from
a supply which was bought by a
Wiley's Corner man and was probably
overlooked when the apples were
measured.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once a
week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss
of happiness.—Charles Darwin
THE STEERSMAN
The fore shrouds bar the moonlit scud.
The port rail laps the sea;
Aloft all taut where the wind clouds
skim.
Alow to the cutwales snug and trim
And the man at the wheel sings low,
sings he:

”Oh. sea room and lee room
And a gale to run afore
From the Oolden Gate to Sunda Strait.
But my heart lies snug ashore. '

Her hull rolls high, her nose dips low.
The rollers flash alee—
Wallow and dip. and the untossed screw
Bends heart throbs quivering through
and through—
And the man at the wheel sings low
sings he:
"Oh. sea room and lee room
And a gale to run afore;
Sou'cast by south and a bone In her
mouth.
But my heart lies snug ashore.”
The helmsman’s arms are brown and
hard.
And pricked his forearms be—
A ship, an anchor, a love-knot true.
A heart of red and an arrow of blue.
And the man at the wheel sings low.
sings he:

"Oh sea room and lee room
And a gale to run afore;
A ship to her chart, but Jack «to his
heart—
And my heart lies snug ashore.”
—Rebert Cameron Rogers.

Every-Other-Day
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TOREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Ask, and it shall be given you;
seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it
shall be opened unto you.—Matt. 7:7.

Spear’sjhoejtore
OUR LAST WEEK

The nation Saturday paid its final
tribute to the late ex-Presldent Cal
vin Coolidge, but from all corners of
the globe continue to come the words
of eulogy which properly mark the
passing of the distinguished states
man who rose to the office of chief
executive. A Vermont grave has
claimed a native son, but in memory
a grateful people will rank him with
ether illustrious men who did so much |
to bring honor and credit to this
nation. A people with unlimited faith '
in his prudence and foresight—and
better still in his good New England ,
common sense—would fain have kept ;
him in office, but he knew, better j
than those who urged him, that the 1
physical strength would not tolerate
a continuance of the strain. Public, j
press and pulpit have united in genu
ine tributes such as few public men ,
have been entitled to. What more
remains to be said unless we quote
these lines from a letter yesterday re
ceived from Rev. W. J. Day:
A great blow has fallen upon the
nation in the sudden departure of
Calvin Coolidge. A great man has A
gene cut from the nation. A grea'
soul has gone out of the world. Cal
for the diadem by defeating
WITH CLEAN SLATES tenders
vin Coolidge was great in the sim
the Megunticook lassies by a 28 to 20
plicities of life; great in the kindliness
- . _ .._ _ ,
<n n i <
i
e->
i
count. Coach Bill Sullivan's Lime
hU l2 smithies
the^m I RockIand Court Contenders city lassies came through as expectThu<!
is- ed
by lhe
lamba
sting
Rockport
sexmon people; great ln those virtues
i nus Make
iviake Debut
ueout ln
ln R
Das
lel' by
one
.sldedthescore
of 40 l0
9
which make strong, stalwart manhood
and
another
powerful
girls'
team
is
ketball
League
and character. He was a prince in
being looked for at the local institusoul qualities. The greatness and
The first games played in the Knox tion.
princeliness of Calvin Coolidge will
........
Ths Thomaston girls exhibited a
stand ouc
out ui
in mullmore oiiuiuui
shining clearness i lnd Lincoln Interscholastic Basketand effulgent glorv as time carries us ' ball League the past week returned c.ever passing and accurate shooting
into the^future to give us a larger the Camden and Rockland Boys team, while Camden with almost an
and truer Derspective of the man, his teams as victors while in the feminine cn.irely teteran outfit did not live
career and life It is most fitting that I division the Rockland and Thomas- UP t0 expectations Whether or not
his iast resting place should be in the ton sextets came out on the long end the visitors were off form cannot be
midst of the everlasting hills which ! of the scores The Orange and Black determined, but the Black and WhLe
he luted from boyhood. For there machine had lltUe difficulty in dis- of Thomaston looked very impressive
was in him something akin to the posing of the hitherto fast traveling “^d indications point to a three corgranite and grandeur of those sky Rockport High outfit in a free scoring nered affair between Rockland. Thorntilt by 53 to 35 count and the Megun- a5'-00 and Camden for the championward stretching peaks.
> ticcok quintet forced the Thomaston ship of the league. Rockport s failure
High club to bow before a 28 to 23 1° -bow to better advantage may be
At the outsetof the Legislative
verdict. The Thomaston girls' team due to the fact that its coach Marsession there is muchtalk of remade up for the boys defeat however 8aret Hellier has been ill for the past •
trcnchment including
the ellmina- ! by har*ding the Camden lasses a 28 to fortnight and was unable to be prestrenchment,mciuaing
tne eiuruna
setback
what might
tcrrned ent at practice or at the game. Some
tion of fountain pens, copies of the as an upset, while the Rockland girls gcod material ls located at Rockport,
however, and with its regular coach
Maine Register and subscriptions to trounced Rockport by 40 to 9 score.
After getting away to an inauspi back at the helm the Red and White
daily newspapers. Fountain pens!
sextet may mean disaster to the lead
That seems to have a familiar ring. cious start by dropping the first three ers of the league.
games of the season, Rockland High
As we recall it that was made a cam displayed a fast breaking offense that
Coach Sullivan s team got away to a
paign issue in Knox County quite a the Rockport lads could not halt, and
number of years ago, the party in the locals buried the visitors under a flying start by leading the Rockport
girls 14 to 2 the flrst period. 24 to 4 at
power being accused of undue ex deluge of baskets to win a well earned the half, 28 to 9 at the end of the
victory. The 53 to 35 score marks
travagance in general and the too the largest number of points that third quarter, and in the final canto
liberal purchase of fountain pens in has been scored by a Rockland team the visitors were held scoreless while
particular As we also recall it the since the Lime City handed the Ooose the locals boosted their total to 40
party which preferred the charge met River team of two years ago a 69 to 7 The Rockland mentor used nearly
lacing in the Rockland gym. and the tlKee complete teams in an effort to
with defeat at the polls. Which is not 35 points scored by Rockport like- uncover some valuable material and
saying that greater economy cannot wise marks the most tallies that an from the present outlook he will have
opponent has scored on Rockland, plenty of girls from which to erect
be exercised at the State Capitol.
either in defeat or victory, in the pa[t another championship team. Robinton. Flanagan and Mullen, all worked
two seasons.
well at the forward positions, while
Local theatregoers frequently ex
Although the Rockport team was the guard posts were well taken care
press annoyance at the habit some
the services of its star center of by Billardo. MacAllister and Peters,
patrons have of deliberately remov ‘minus
■Peewee” Collamore. it is doubtful if with Mahoney. Breen and Sundstrom
ing their hats and coats, after passing his presence would have made any shining at their respective center du
down the aisles, and while still stand difference in the outcome of the game ties
The league games scheduled for this
ing, thus hiding the screen from the The score would probably have been
week will find the Thomaston teams
a
great
deal
closer,
but
the
entire
view of those who were already ab
Rockland team was shooting superb meeting Rockland here and Lincoln
sorbed in the picture. It is not quite ly and would not be denied its oppor Academy at Camden Friday evening.
clear why garments cannot be re tunity of winning Its flrst league en Tuesdi.y the Rockport outfit will en
moved at the rear of the hall, thus counter of the present season. As tertain Winterport, while on Wedr.esciy Camd n will b> hoet to the Croaaffording a minimum of interruption soon as the locals polish up on their by High team of Belfast ln the Cam
passing attack. Coach John Durrel!
to these already seated
will have one of the fastest teams in den Y.M.C A gymnasium. Rockport
the circuit and he will give all of his will again swing into action on Friday
evening when it travels to Bcothbav
rival coaches plenty of trouble.
Waldo County fell by the wayside in
In its initial victory Friday night Harbor
The standing of the league to dale:
the last State election, but this did the Rockland hoopsters were led by
Bcy_' Division
net prevent Clyde R. Chapman from Vic Armata who personally conduct
W
L
.PC.
being elected attorney general when ed a shooting bee of his own to pile un
o
1.003
Legislature met. Fellow townsmen 18 points while Bun Freeman also Rockland .......... 1
figured in the scoring with a total ot Camden .......... 1
o
1.003
met him with a band when he arrived 13 markers. Although Armata is Lincoln Academy 0
0
.030
heme—and it may be remarked ir greatly handicapped because of the Rockport .......... 0
1
.000
I
passing that the band generally lack of height, his celerity and de Thomaston ...... 0
.073
plays when this genial and energetic ception made him the outstanding
Girls'
Division
performer of the evening. Both Ar
Waldoan is in the midst of things.
mata and Freeman were well sup
PC
ported by Pietroski and Pellicane who Rockland
1.000
did some excellent passing while Lee Thoma-ton
1000
The Republican National Commit Thomas turned in a stellar defensive Lincoln Academy
.000
tee expended less than three million performance. Both Payson and Snow Rockport
oeo
0
rtoo
dollars in the last presidential cam kept Rockport in the running with Camden
paign. as compared with more than the latter receiving the applause of,
the large gathering several times by
WITH THE BOWLERS
six million in 1928. This was good dropping in field goals from difficult
retrenchment for a depression period, angles
Wall's Wonders again scattered
Coach Dick Richards' Camden team
but think how much more the party
candlepins at the expense of the Three
piled
up
a
substantial
margin
in
the
got for its money four years ago.
first half of its game with Thomaston Crows, taking four of the six strings
Friday evening to coast home a win in their last match. Jordan aston
ished th? natives with a string of 121,
Islesboro thought it had disposed ner With Lord and Trer.eer doing and of course It led to high total.
the bulk of the scoring the Megunti
of the vexed automobile question, cook team compiled a 20 to 8 lead a; Horrocks had high string for the
when it voted to rescind its previous half-time and despite the fact that Crows, but it wasn't exactly a sky
action whereby motor cars were to be Thomaston staged a terrific uphill scraper The summary:
Wall's Wonders—Jordan 544, Sr.ow
allowed on the island. But the ghost fight in the last half managed to hold 505. Wall 531, total 1550
onto
its
early
lead
Lord.
Camden
will not be laid. Report says that _______
Three Crows—Horrocks 518. Cumforward, was high point man of the
still another town meeting is to be ! evening while Anderson and Stack- niblgs 505> Ma50n 461, total 1484
pole of Thomaston scored seven and
held on this subject.
eight points respectively. Brown and
Augusta Took Two
Dean also aided the visitors In their
Th? Augusta teams seem to have
Eastport fishermen are heartened v.ctory while Grafton and Perry
injun sign on thetr Rockland ooby the discovery of scallop beds staged a gallant fight for the Thom the
ponents. although for the men the
which they believe ought to be good aston team.
margin of victory ln the game here
• • • •
for two years' fishing, and they are
last week was only eight pins. G.
Eoth Rockland and Lincoln Acad Ocggin had high total, but Goodwin.
further encouraged by the doubling emy entertained non-league teams
and Mayo tied for high single
of the price. It ls hoped that the new the past w’eek with the former drop Martin
on 114
grounds will not be "fished to death" ping a 26 to 24 fracas to the Crosby
In the girls' game Liggins was high
High aggregation of Belfast in an with excellent feminine average oi
as the Monroe Island beds were.
overtime period, while the latter club 83 1-5. She alto came within one pin
turned back Bliss Business College by
So Gov Brann is going to drive his a 41 to 29 score. The game at Rock of the century mark for high string.
The summaries:
own automobile. No State paid land Wednesday saw the locals trail
The Men's Game
ing
by
a
7
to
3
count
at
the
end
of
chauffeur. Perhaps he would also
Augusta—G. Goggin 506. Overlook
the first period and 13 to 6 at the close
like to dodge "back seat driving" dur of the half. Midway into the third 467. Goodwin 467. Shcafe 475. B Gog
ing the Legislative session.
period, however, the Orang? and Black gin 499. to'al 2413.
Rcckland—Carr 471. Robbins 483,
surged ahead to hold a 20 to 15 ad
Five breathless youngsters steamed vantage as the third quarter ended.
into The Courier-Gazette office Mon The visitors came from behind to knot
day afternoon, bright eyed with ex the count ai 23 all in the final eai U
citement and knowing exactly what with Meisel. Cro by center, dropping
to do about it. They had found a in a basket in the closing seconds of
package containing clothing, and the game. In the overtime period
Huge Mark Down Sale
realizing somebody needed the articles, Pietroski sank a free throw but again
Meisel
retaliated
with
a
foul
shot,
Newest Novelty Foo'.wear
brought the package to the Lost and
Found Editor of this newspaper ln and as the game was rapidly nearing
$4.09 Value—All Sizes
the
end.
McKesn.
a
substitute
for

full knowledge that the efficient Cou
ward
knifed
through
the
Rockland
rier-Gazette classified ads would find
$1.98
the owner. The group, bubbling with defense to account for the winning
basket.
the spontaneous enthusiasm of
Ladies’ Snap Rubber
In the feminine division of the
youth, included Alfred Chapman. LilPendleton. Helen Whittemore, I ague a close battle for the chamOvershoes
Anna Tavlor and Virginia Wood and P onshlp was expected between Rock- 1
Sale
Price 99c
their presence brightened the whole land and Camden but the Thomaston
office May their visits be frequent.
girls proved themselves strong co.n-

You are making a
mistake if you do
not buy some of
these beautiful
shoes for

$1.98

BLACKINGTON’S

Cor. Main &
Limerock Sts.

Rockland
Maine

BERMAN’S

THIS IS THE END
A FINAL CLEAN-UP OF ALL GOODS AT PRACTICALLY

ONE HALF PRICE
Men’s Hose

Ladies’ Handkerchiefs

Sale Begins Wednes
day Morning, Janu
ary 11, at 9 o’Clock

Ladies’ Fine Quality

Ladies’ Bib Aprons

6c
Men’s Trench Coats

Boys’ Hi-Larigans

1.39
------An event of importance to local
A crook turns detective. A smil- theatregoers will be the presentation
ing. gentlemanly Raffles, sought by Wednesday and Thursday of "Call
the police of every continent, lnvol Her Savage," Clara Bow's fir*. Fox
untarily becomes Involved ln a thrill
ing, bewildering, murder mystery
He takes charge of the case; at
tempts to discover the Identity of
the slayer even as the police are on
their way.
Docs he succeed?
- .J
That is but one of the amazing
twists offered in "The Phantom of I
Crestwood." coming to the Park
Wednesday and Thursday.
It is this story, recently broad-i
cast ever 58 stations cf the National
Broadcasting Company, for which.
S6CC0 was donated for acceptable1
endings.—adv.

GIRLS WANT CREDIT

19c
Men’s Dress Rubbers

Ladies’ Rayon Vest,
Bloomers, Step-ins

68c
Men’s Flannelette Nite
Shirts

Boys’ Sheep Lined Coats

1.88
STRAND THEATRE

PARK THEATRE

Ladies’ House Dresses

1

*
lie
Turkish Towels

I

stoning vehicle. The screen play
was especially prepared for the fa
mous red-head by Edwin Burke, and
L’ an adaptition of Tiffany Thayer's
much-discussed novel. "Call Her Sav
age." Appropriately enough, three

leading men will be seen opposite to tame her pagan nature. Others ln
Clara. They are Gilbert Roland, es'the cast include Willard Robertson
her half-breed sweetheart; Monro: and Estelle Taylor as her parents and
Cwsley. as her wealthy husband, and Weldon Heyburn, as her mother's
Anthony Jowitt, youthful admirer > Indian wcoer John Francis Dillon
who has not the couiage to attempt ! directed —adv.

3

Smilin' Bill's” Easketiers Think the ,
Bays Shouldn't Bate It All

Rcckland. Jan. 7.
To the Sports Editor:—
I believe it is time for the R.H.8
gli is' team to have a write-up tn your i
paper.
After both the Alumni and Rock■ . boys' team received ,
credit, which they most certainly de-1
served, but the girls' team was cot'
mentioned.
The girls practice three r.ights a
week and have worked h3rd to de
velop what I think is a good team.
They defeated the Alumni 23-36 and
:eiy overwhelmed the Rockpart lassies by a score of 40-9
Surely this team of "Smilin' Bill"
Sullivan t'.serves some good writeup; Is there no basketball fan who ;
u interested enough to da this?
Mar.uel Wir.checbaugh.
Gliddn 487. Martin 439. Mayo 463,
total 24C5.
The Girls' Game

Augusta—Liggins 446 Farwell 397.
Currier 383. Brown 366. Fifleld 430.
total 2022.
Rockland—Laney 385, Robbins 387,
Retd 389. Lufkin 362. Ha.skell 426. total 1
1949

Eanson and Lawry rolled Doak and
Fitzgerald to a tie, with this sum
mary: Hanson 550, Lawry 558; Doak
533. Fitzgerald 575.
• • • •
Clarence Carr and Russell Stewart
extend a challenge to any two-man
team in Rcckland. Eagles preferred.
Ir. a three-string match last nigh*
far n and Lawry defeated Dcak
and Fitzgerald 565 to 564. the fUTirrary t’ing: Hanson 280, Lawry 285; '
Leak 281. Fitzgerald 283
• • • •
Burpee Furniture and the Texaco",
divided honors last night, the latter
t an winning all the points in the
fir i. game while the stove Jugglers
tec.'* four of the five points in the
nightcap.
Pcgeis had high single ri28> In the
siarter and high total Lawry made
a full Worcester break on his first
tall in the first string. In the second
sam" Daris had h:~h sing.'-, ard
Martin high total. The summaries: ;
The First Game
Trxacos—J. McLcon. 319; A. C. McIcon, 253': J. Black. 264; Daris. 264: I
Piers, 234; total, 1434.
Burpees—Lawry, 270; Hanson. 258:
Clarke. 265; Martin, 314; Beaton, 246;
1353.
Second Game

Eutpees—Lawry, 283; Ha non,
Clarke. 287; Martin, 306; Beaton,
total, 1401.
Texacos—J. McLoon, 263; A. C
Iocn, 251; J. Black, 267; Daris,
Rogerc, 265; total, 1334.

248; .
277;
Mc283;

AND SO THE NEW DODGE WAS BORN
A “Miracle Car” if there ever was one!-J595

AND UP
F O B. FACTORY
DfFPMT

Only the combined creative genius of Walter P. Chrysler and the Dodge
Organization could have built this big New Dodge Six at such a price
O ONE had dared dream of it before! Even
Dodge tngineersthought Mr. Chrysler was
asking for a miracle.

N

The New Dodge Six must embody every
feature for which Dodge cars are famous ., ,
Floating Power engine mountings... Hydrau
lic Brakes . . . Mono-piece steel bodies . . .
Double-drop bridge-type frame
. . . Free wheeling . . . every
thing ... not a thing omitted ...
many new, startling improve
ments added —and eell for as
tew aa SS96!

lars more than the lowest-priced automobiles.
Wait till you drive it! You've never known
anything like it I Speed , .. go . . . getaway!
Push her to 60—70 — 1//* Smooth all the way.
No vibration. That’s the result of Floating
Power engine mountings.
Relax! There’s no rattling, no noise. The

gears are quiet in every speed, including re
verse. Springs can’t squeak —they’re special
“Oilite” springs with covers.

And what a relief you feel in the super
safety of the New Dodge Six, with its Mono
piece steel body. No wood, no glue, no joints
to loosen. Duplate safety plate glass windshield
-non-glare, shatterproof. New
’’Airwheel" tires and low center
of gravity. And hydraulic brakes
with centrifuse drums.
If you want to see real VALUE,
then see this new Dodge Six.

They said it just couldn’t be
done—BUT —IT WAS DONEI

Only the combined genius of
Walter P. Chrysler and the great
Dodge organization made this
seeming miracle 'possible. A car
so big—so roomy and comfortable,
with such luxurious appointments, Yst costing only a few dol-

Imagine the thrill of making it
yours for so little more than
you'd pay for one of the lowest
priced cars.

Dodge Six Coupe fS95.... Coupe with Rumble Seat f64O.... Salon Brougham
$6b0. . . . 4-door Sedan (shown above) $670. . . . Convertible Coupe $69S
Prices f. o. b. factory, Detroit. All closed models wired for Transitone Radio.

^DODGE
WITH FLOATING POWER

6

Costs so little more than the lowest-priced cars

DYER’S GARAGE
54 Park St., Rockland

I

595

AND UP
F.O.B. FACTORY
DETROIT

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
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COMINa NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan. 14—Llmerock Valley Pomona
meets with Meguntlcor k Orange, Cam
den.
Jan. 15—Rt Rev Benjamin Brewster
of Portland, Bishop of Mulne, at St
Peter's Church.
Jan. 16—Open meeting of Shakespeare
Society at Copper Kettle
Jan. 17—Thomaston— "Green Pastures,"
resented by Mrs, Lilian Copping at tin
lethodlst Church.
Jun. 20. 13 to 9.301-Regular Educa
tional Club meeting
Jan. 20—Rubinstein Club meets, sub
ject. Franz Josef Haydn
Feb. 22—Third annual- Coast Ouard
hall. Temple hall.

B

WEATHER
The flrst January snowstorm Iasi
evening, coming after a day of rain,
left only a light covering to shine in i
the sun this morning, but Ls enough
to make treacherous footing. It was I
a disagreeable day following a fair j
cold Sunday. Yesterday noon was 37.1
wind south; this morning 25 at 8
o’clock, wind due west and not a
cloud tn sight. The radio bulletin (
however predicts generally overcast I
skies over Maine today. The tem
pera ure will gradually become
warmer and it will not be very cold j
tonight. In Bosion this morning the j
barometer was 30 5 and rising rapid
ly, temperature 37.

SPECIAL! THIS WEEK ONLY
We Giue

NANTUCKET SHEETS AND PILLOW SLIPS

at FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

GREEN STAMPS

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
The strength of these sheets not impaired by 104 complete
launderings—proving that they will give at least 4 Years’
satisfactory household wear.

County Attorney J. C. Buriows is ill L
at his home on Broadway.

The fifth floor of the new hospital i
buildliW at Togus has been completed. 1
and cement is being poured for the |
sixth floor

The appreciation shown by the hundreds of well
pleased shoppers who attended our most important Sale
Event of the year amply illustrates that people will buy
generously when they can secure Good Merchandise at
lower than usual prices.

My

NANTUCKET SHEETS AND PILLOW CASES
together with bargains in our entire stock in our Domes
tic Department.

NANTUCKET SHEETS
81 x99—7 2x99—regular 1.00
79c
NANTUCKET SLIPS
42x36—Regular 25c
19c

UNBLEACHED COTTON—40 Inches Wide
Three yards for 19c

Department Patriotic Instructor
Bernice Jackson of Rockland installed
the new officers of Joel Keyes Grant
Circle. Ladlese of the G.A.R. ln Cam- I
den Friday night.

120 DRESSER SCARFS
Pure Linen Centers, Fancy Lace Trimmed, Assorted Patterns
45 inches
49c
SPECIAL ONFORT ORANGE TOILET PAPER
Natural, White, and colors of Blue, Rose, Mauve, Green
Regular 3 for 25c
16 Rolls for 99c

ALL TABLE LINENS—ONE-HALF PRICE
Values from 2.95 to 9.50

Our confidence for a successful promotion of this
week's Sale is built up on the quality and low price of the
merchandise we are offering, and a knowledge of our
Customers’ confidence in us and in our merchandise.

INTEGRITY SHEETS
81x99—Regular 89c
69c

The new Matson Line steamship
Lurllne. recenUy tried in Rockland's
marine dooryard. has arrived at New
York and will sail Thursday on her•I
maiden voyage to the far East.

The speaker a tthe Lions meeting
tomorrow will be Alvah L. i Carney)
Anderson of Camden, who will give
some new and highly interesting
lights on his recent trip abroad where
he placed a contract for 15 sailboats
for the Camden Yacht Club.

STRENGTH CHART SHOWN

-

THIS WEEK we introduce—

Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary will have a
0 o'clock supper Wednesday for
comrades and members, followed by
a business meeting.

Huntley Hili Post and Auxiliary, i
V.F.W, held a public supper Friday
with a large attendance. At the
Auxiliary meeting there was one
initiated. Mrs. Errold Trainer.

GREEN STAMPS
*

"We were never more sincere or determined in
presenting OUR BARGAINS WAY UP IN VALUEWAY DOWN IN PRICE, to meet the current necessity,
which YOU, WE, ALL OF US, are facing, and that is
io save when and wherever the opportunity appears."

Col. F 8. Philbrick aJtendedl a
Sons of Union Veterans rally in South
China lost night.

There will be installation of officers
at Penobscot View Orange hall Thurs
day ngiht. Refreshments will be
served Those not solicited are asked
to furnish fancy cookies.

We Give
uA ,
/»»

Again we quote from our Nine Cent Sale announce
ment—

Fred Howard joins the barbering j
stall at John Ouistln's shop 3Co Main
street, tomorrow.

Frank Broderick, former manager
of the Rockland airport, went to
Lynn, Mass., yesterday after a visit i
of a few days with Al. Rougier.

PROMOTION SALE on

ONE LOT LINEN TABLECLOTHS—Hemstitched
36 In. Square—45 In. Square—54 In. Square
Regular 1.25 to 1.75
To close at 89c

LACE TABLE COVERS—54x72
Special— 99c each

WHITE BLANKET SHEETS
Size 70x99—Regular 1.00
79c

HEMSTITCHED LINEN SCARES
Regular 65c
39c each

.

ALL BED SPREADS

Colonial, Rayon, Silk
Regular prices 2.95 to 12.50

Vi

WOOL BLANKETS
Full size, \X hite with Colored Borders, also Colored Plaids,
Rose, Blue and Gold, Formerly 10.00
Now 4.99

To close at—

ALL ART LINENS

PI^ICEi

To close entire stock at—

The Quaker Stages will operate
motor coaches between Rockland.
Rockland Encampment I OOF
Possibly one of the things which
Boston and New York beginning meets Wednesday night.
recently served to elect Max L. PinanFriday of this week with head
sky to the Portland school board was
quarters at The Thorndike. Coaches
Patrolman Charles H. McIntosh the picture which was published in
will leave at 7.30 a. m. and 5 p. m.,
qualified yesterday as a first string connection with his political adver
arrive at 4.55 p. m. and 1 a. m.
tisement It was a group picture of 1
man in the Orippe League.
his family, showing a grand total of
Over the weekend I logged two
Joseph T. Simmons of St. Oeorge.
Mrs. Frances Purington died this ten persons. Judge Pinansky is very j stations new to my list, WSMK of
a close student of local history, com
pleasantly
remembered
by
all
who
;
Dayton, Ohio, and KFJF of Okla
piled an interesting survey of that morning at 29 Park street. Rockland.
homa City. This brought my total
town under tiUe of Chronicles, Town Funeral arrangements have not been heard his lectures in this section.
lo 326. which seems to me a piti
of St. Oeorge containing an historical made.
At the close of prayer meeting in
fully small list when I romparr it
sketch 1605 to 1932 together with
names, ages and dates ol birth and
Oscar M. Ellems. the well known the First Baptist Church, Winthrop, j with Mrs. Tobey’s 411.
*•«•••••>
a business directory. Mabelle An fireman, is ill with grippe, but is hop- Mass., Friday night the church folks
The • inging orchestra which has
drews Rose assisted in -the task of i ing to sound the "all out" signal sprang a little surprise upon the pas
tor, Rev. W. J. Day, by presenting
replaced Walter Smith's Band in
compiling. This excellent book may I shortly
him with a radio set. The church
the WEEI Jenny program, gave
be obtained for a small sum. details |
year closed with all bills paid and
very entertaining program Sun
obtainable from Mr. Simmons at
In response to an order from Mayor something in the treasury—a very j aday
night. Those who prefer the
Tenant's Harbor.
Richardson the flags on all city build satisfactory showing under present ( Land can listen to all of its halfings
will
remain
at
half-staff
for
a
hour program and half of thr
A nautical window d.splav that period of 30 days as a mark of respect conditions.
singing orchestra's full hour pro
won the approval of that hard boiled to
the
late
Calvin
Coolidge.
mariner, Capt. Charles R. McGee,
gram. The band is heard over
Hormidas Aube, who pitched last
may be seen in the northern win
season for the Newark club of the In- ( W'LBZ. 7.30 to 8
Dr. Walter P Conley, member of ternatlonal League, has been notified
dow of the Fuller-Ccfcb-Davis store.
It shows a ship under full sail in a the executive board of the Maine As that his optional agreement had been
In Sunday night’r Jenny con
very blue sea with a great cliff in the sociation of Optometrists, will attend transferred to St. Paul of the Ameri
cert was heard that ever popular
background’ surmounted by a very the 33d annual meeting of that asso can Association. Aube is owned by ! I 'lection “Rock a Bye Baby."
busy light house. The whole affair, ciation ln Portland at the Eastland the New York Yankees. Last season
Those of the present generation
ship, shore, cliffs and all is cleverly Hotel. Wednesday.
who heard the song probably did
he worked out with the world cham
contrived from Nantucket sheets, and
not know that the author was a
pions in their spring training and
the product of the fertile imagina
The Fuller-Cobb-Davls Nine Cent then was sent to Springfield in the I Rockland woman—Effie Canning
tion of Gerald Margerson.
dance was held last night In Temple Eastern League for "seasoning."
Crockett.
----' hall and proved a pleasant success. After the Eastern loop expired, the
At the Parent-Teacher Association Al Rougier's Orchestra provided former Fordham star wound up the ,
If you do not care to lit up until
meeting last night Supt. E. L. Toner music and William Butman served as season with Binghampton in the New
11.05 for your news flashes try
took up the school budget as It has general chairman.
KYW which gives such a broadYork-Penna League.
been approved by the school commit—
east at 10.15.
tee for the current year, explaining
News has been received ln the city
With the old Knickerbocker Class
the various details entering into it. . of the sudden passing of Dr. Ernest T. of the Universalist Church as a
The A.4P. Gypsies were recent
Miss Hagar put on a program by one ciymer of White Plains, N. Y, Dec. nucleus. Representative Louis A } ly voted thr most popular orches
of the Seventh Grades, repeated from jg por
past 18 seasons his vaca- Walker is going to conduct a men’s
tra on the air.
Book Week, and was very interesting. tions have been spent at Ash Point, class meeting each Sunday from 12 I
Due to Inclement weather and other where he. together with Mrs. Clymer, to I, In the office ol the W. H. Glover
Music lovers must have had a
activities the audience was small. Mrs. passed many happy days.
half hour of real pleasure last
Co. The subject at every meeting
Elllngwoad presided in the absence oi
night, listening to Lawrence Tebwill be “The Maine Problem." The
President Blaisdell, who is 111. and A
bett. And old timers cou!d not
King Solomon's Temple Chapter class is going to study what appears
F. McAlary acted as chairman of the will privately install its officers to be the principal problems in 8tate
have failed to appreciate his ren
program.
dition of “Annie Laurie."
Thursday night, sojourning Royal affairs, and whenever the constituents
Arch Masons invited. The cere express themselves freely, the Rock
Charles A. Weymouth, superintend monies will be performed by Most land representative hopes to gather
“Caroline Lavinia Scott Harri
ent of the City Farm, ls beginning to Excellent Orand High Priest J. A ideas which may be used in Augusta son, First President General of the
wonder "what next?
Recently this i Rjcihan, assisted by Right Excellent to the mutual advantage of teacher
D-A.R. and First Lady of thr
paper described his thrilling battle j g stevens grand marshal, and and pupils. All men are invited.
Land,” will be thr subject of the
with awild bull, supplemented by his'Ccmpanjon Wa]ter a Rounds a5
address by Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr.
resolution to let the bull get wild next J grand prelate Scallop supper at 6 30
of Rockland, given under the
The January meeting of the Knox,
time without any interference on his ,2s C2nts)
auipiees of the Maine Daughters
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Legion Coun
part. Last week while he was motor- '
of thr American Revolution from
cil will be held at Legion hall, Rock
ing across The Bog his car broke
station W’CSH. Friday at 4.15
Monday evening, Jan. 16. in the land. Thursday. Supper will be
through the ice and he was obliged to Methodist vestry, the Rockland W. C. served at 6 30 by the Auxiliary and it
p. m.
make a quick dash for safety. The T U. will hold a meeting for the pur is sure to be first class, as this unit
car was in the icy element two days pose of observing the 13th anniver has attained a reputation of Hts own
before being hoisted to the surface, sary of National prohibition, and to when it comes to putting on “feeds."
LIBERTY
and to his amazement Mr. Weymouth adopt certain resolutions. As an en Before the meeting a program has
Rev. Mr. Burnham. Mrs. wTj .
was able to drive off in it without a tertainment feature, a program under been arranged that is of such interest Hannon and Mrs. Ella Thompson resingle cough or splutter on the car’s the direction of Mrs. Nellie McKay' that no Legionnaire should fail to crntly visited Mrs. C. H. Bagley at
part.
will be presented by a group of young i attend, ’’’he Legion Orchestra will Richmond.
people consisting of special songs and ( furnish music. One of the features
It is reported that many bids are
Lessons In Contract Bridge. groups recitations, and a playlet "The Case i will be “Si,” one of the local Legion- being presented for carrying the mail
or individuals, offered by Mrs. Alan Against Beer." The public is invited. naires who made a big hit at the cn the four star routes going from
L. Bird. Associate Member Culbert
Christmas party. The main feature this postoffice.
son’s National Studios. Phone 223
A milk fund boxing match will be will be “Bell the Magician.’’ This act
Friends of Mrs. Ruby Holt gave her
Rockland.
3-5
held at Empire Theatre Thursday alone is as good as you will see on the a going-away tea on Jan. 2 at the
night, Jan. 26. having for its top-line professional stage. He can easily fur heme of Mrs. Walter Ordwav SandANNUAL MEETING OF TIIE
attraction a twin-five bout by Bud nish a whole evening's entertainment wiches, tea. ice cream and cake were
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
It is hoped
all rerved. A mon? those present were
_____
The annual meeting ot the stockholders Fisher of Rockland and that Bath boy , with his many tricks. _______
of the Security Trust Company will be who has been itching to get at him i Legionnaires will attend and show Mrs. A. J. Skidmore, Mrs. M. L.
held at Its banking rooms at R.
Five local the officers that 1933 is to be a ban- Knowlton, Mrs. George Meservey, Mrs.
Maine, on Tuesday. January 10, °i933ttnat a?ain—Cyclone Sawyer.
10 o'clock A. M, for the choice of a boys will be matched with five smart ■ ner year for the Legion.
L. Fuller, Mrs. Ida Baker, Mrs. B F
Board of Directors for the ensuing year, lads from out of town, and all in all I •
-----------------Harriman. Mrs. C. H. Wellington. Mrs
and for tbe transaction of such business
it is going to be a very peppery show | The rarest plant in the world has Franz Leyonborg, Mrs. George
as may legally come before them.
earle McIntosh
Other details will appear in these been discovered in Texas. It must be Sprague. Mrs. Charles Norton, Mrs.
Clerk.
columns in the issues preceding the working lull time.—Brunswick tOa.) Neal Skidmore and Mrs. Ethel Well
Rockland, Maine, December 10. 1032.
I Pilot.
man of Belmont.
149-T-4 festival.

FULL SIZE ALL W’OOL CAMP BLANKETS
Regular price 5.50
1.99
ALL WOOL BLANKET THROWS
Brown Plaid. Regular 2.95
Now 2.19

and 200 guests'enjoyed the banquet.
LITTLEFIELD-ABBOTT
Rev. Leroy A. Campbell was toast
The appended wedding report from
Mrs. Rodney W Roundy of Port master. A smoker followed the supthe Somerville (Mass.) Journal will
land. wife of the State Secretary of pet.
Congregational Churches of Maine, GET LICENSES CONDITIONALLY interest friends in this vicinity,
will be the speaker at the regular
Secretary of State Tobey yesterday especially Vinalhaven, of which place
monthly meeting of the First Parish
granted
23 conditional automobile the bridegroom is a former resident,
Round Table Wednesday evening.
drivers licenses and denied six. after and where he spends the summer va
Supper at 6.30.
on petitions for restoration. cations. He is a nephew of Miss
The Pareni-Teacner Association hearing granted
conditional licenses Emeline F. Roberts. The family
will meet this Tuesday evening at (he Those
included Ernest Achorn. Jr., ot War
Congregational chapel, at 7.30. Miss ren. Fred T. Heal ot Camden. Ralph moved to Wollaston. Mass, several
Dorothy Walsh will give an account H. Torrey of Camdm.
years ago.
cf her trip to England. Refreshments
• • • •
will be served.
BORN
An
attractive
home wedding took
A public bridge party will be held
—At Glendale. Calif, Jar. 2. to place Dec. 17, at the residence of Mr.
Friday evening at the St. Thomas EMERY
Mr and Mrs Robert E Emery,
son. and Mrs. Sheldon H. Abbott, when
parish house. Playing commences at i Robert Vale.
‘7.30. The proceeds will be devoted to NEWHALL At Ash Point. Dec 29. 1932 their daughter. Miss Marion Abbott,
to Mr and Mrs Augustine A Newhall was united in marriage to Everett
the needs of the parish house. Tick
a son. Edward Allen.
Douglass Littlefield, son of Fred E.
ets may be obtained or tables reserved
Littlefield of Wollaston. Rev. Wil
by applying to Mrs. E A. Robbins.
MARRIED
Mrs. Walter Conley. Mrs. P. G. Willey. SEAVEY-BARTER At Pleasant Point. liam H. Dyas officiated at the double
Jan 4 by Rev E H Timberlake ring ceremony. The decorations of
Mrs. D. Preston Wysong and Mrs
James M Seavey of Pleasant Point and palms, Christmas greenery and cut
Willard Wight.
Mrs. Olive Barter of Long Cove
Forrest Dearborn of Waltham. ! LITILL'FIELD-ABBOTT—At Somerville. flowers mad3 a very effective setting
for the service
Mass., has been in town, called by the
Mass, Dec. 17. by Rev William H
To the strains of the Lohengrin
Dyas. Everett Douglass Littlefield of
death of his mother Mrs. L. Frank
Wollaston. Mass, formerly of Vinal Wedding March, played by Miss Mar
Dearborn.
haven and Miss Marlon Abbott of guerite Coker, the bridal party ap
John P. Leach has returned from
Somerville. Mass.
peared. The bride, who was given in
Brockton. Mass, where he was called
marriage by her father, was attend
DIED
by the death of his brother Henry
St. CLAIR—At Owl’s Head, Jan. 9. Oeorge ed by her college mate Mrs. Mildred
Leach.
W St. Clair, aged 72 years. 5 months, Wilder Ames of Bangor, Me, as
Mrs. Alice Robbins will entertain
9 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 2 maid of honor. The best man was
the ladies of the Methodist society
o'clock from the residence.
Wednesday afternoon at her home on McCORRISON—At Appleton. Jan 8. Ad Edwin F. Littlefield of Wollaston,
dison W McCorrison. aged 69 years, 4 brother of the bridegroom.
Megunticook street,
months, 2 days. Funeral Wednesday
The bride was charmingly gowned
Wednesday night is to be observed
at 1 o'clock
in white satin, princess style, with
by Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge as EATON—At Boston. Jan. —. Etta K Chantilly
lace trimmings, and wore
(Lermond). widow of Lucien Eaton,
Brothers' Night. Supper at 6.30.
aged 73 years. Interment in Thomas a becoming beaded coronet She car
served by members of Megunticook
ton.
ried an arm bouquet of bride roses
Encampment, and following the
and lilies of the valley. The maid ot
meeting they will furnish entertain
IN MEMOKIAM
honor wore a gown of biege lace
In loving memory of pur dear husband
ment.
and father. Orland J Bariuwv who with turquoise velvet trimmings,
Comique Theatre attractions for passed
away Jan. 10, 1932
and carried a bouquet of talisman
the week: Tuesday, Oeorge Raft in
Not dead to us who love him.
roses. The mother of the bride wore
"Under Cover Man;" Wednesday and
Not lost but gone before.
a gown of wine colored velvet.
He
lives
with
us
In
memory
1 Thursday, John Barrymore in "State's
An informal reception followed the
And will forevermore.
Attorney;" Friday. Warner Baxter in
ceremony, when about 75 relatives
Wife. Sons and Stepdaughters.
"8ix Hours To Live;" Saturday,
and intimate friends extended con
double program with Rin Tin Tin in
gratulations and best wishes. Tlie
| "Pride Of the Legion," and Loretta
bride and groom were assisted in re
i Yeung in "Week End Marriage."
ceiving by the parents of the bride
The Ladies' Aid and the Lend-aand father of the bridegroom. One
Hand Club will hold a food sale at
of the guests was the bride's aunt.
A S. Princes store Wednesday from
Mrs. Ellen A Llttlefleld of Pearl
12.30 to 4.30.
USE
street, who is 88.
A caterer's supper was served and
The Men's Educational Club met
the bridal cake cut by the bride.
; at Green Gables Monday evening.
Many beautiful gifts were displayed
The Lions Musical Revue to be prein the upper ball.
! rented in the opera house Jan 26-27,
The bride is a graduate of the
promises to be one of the biggest
Somerville High School, Wheaton
events of the season. Stephen Oushee
College and the Pierce Secretarial
is directing. The proceeds will be
It is an old fashioned cough mix School. Boston. She is a member of
given to the Camden Relief Associa
ture made from a formula handed the Forthian Club, New England
tion. Associated with the committee
Wheaton
Club, Grace
Baptist
of Lions is Town Manager Percy Kel
down from our grandmother’s Church, and has .been a teacher in
ler and Rev. Leroy A. Campbell, pas
time. Used for coughs and ordi the church school.
tor of the Baptist Church.
The bridegroom is a graduate of
At the annual meeting of the At
nary Threat Irritations.
the Vinalhaven High School, and
lantic Engine Company Saturday
the Lowell Institute of the Massa
night these officers were elected:
Price 50c Bottle
chusetts Institute ol Technology. He
Chief, Allen Payson; assistant chief,
is now studying law at the Wash
SOLD BY
i Guy Heald; captain combination I.
ington College of Law and is a
[Fred B. Herrick; lieutenant. Dan
patent examiner in the United States
Hills; captain hose I, Joseph Cote;
Patent Office in Washington. D. C.
(lieutenant, Harry Fogg; captain ladHe is a member ol Sigma Nu Phi
der truck, Herbert Thomas; lieuten
THE NORTHEND DRUGGIST
(Legal) fraternity, and a member
ant, Vemley Grey; captain combina
of the Wollaston Congregational
ROCKLAND, ME.
tion 2, Lovell Thompson; clerk and
Church. Mr. and Mrs. Littlefield will
Mail Orders Filled
treasurer, Winfield S. Richards;
be at home after February I. at
steward. Dan Hills. A scallop stow
5524 Eighth street, N. W, Washing
1-tf
supper was served at Masonic hall
ton, D. C.

CAMDEN

Don’t Cough
McCARTY’S

COUGH STOP

D. L McCARTY

Edwin Libby Relief Corps has sup
per at 6 o'clock Thursday night with
-ars. Maud Caoles, Mrs. Ella r'lye and
Mrs. Amanda Choate as housekeepers
The regular meeting takes place in
tne evening at 7.30, with short pro
gram and light refreshments. There
will be no work in the afternoon.

I'A

0

A
WIIE

BIRD
If this wisest of birds
Were to toy a few words

His would be but a very
brief tale.
He would shout,"Here's
good news,

Go and buy Florsheim
Shoes

You can save — don't
delay they'reon sale."

Page Foui

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 10, 1933

SOME BELATED REPORTS
have been driving circles around the
‘Tm a total loss, Wally." was the
VINALHAVEN
block for all I knew or care-’ ”
way he described his condl
The four-act drama "The Village
"'Bert,'" he said; "it's 'Bert' and
tion; “can't work—can't evpn think Telling How Rockland Lost To Crosby .Lawyer,” with cast of 11 characters (
But Walked Away With L'nlon
'Betty' already, is It?"
will be presented Thursday at Memo- j
straight. And now Betty tells me
,_ ,
, ,
.
,
,
rial hall. Curtain rises at 7.30. It is
she's leaving Carthage for the en
"Whoops!" she laughed. "Is that
I Deferred from previous Issue 1
under
pfflclenl dirfction of sidney
&
1 •1
10
tire summer."
i. 5” 4
9
the way you feel about It? But
7
1
The Orange and Black varsity , L. Winslow, and the proceeds will be
Markham
laughed.
“
Which
is
an
what do you expect? You home
“I it
other way of saying that the worst hoop ters lost the Crosby game by a med as a benefit for Union Church,
boys are so slow. Bert signed me
cast: Seth Barrett, the village
is yet to come, eh?" Then, "When two-polnt margin, and this was ac- lawyer.
up for last night nearly three weeks
Calvin Vinal; David Conant,
is
q
complished only after a three-minute the squire. Rev. P. J. Clifford; James
did you see Betty?"
ago. and you didn't ask me until day
11
“Yesterday. She came to the overtime. Rockland started slowly Fergerson. Meredith Trefrey; Allen
before yesterday A girl has tn take
in
20
house to tell tlie folks goodhy. and by -the end of the half the locals Spencer, Ernest Arey; Sam Dill, Al
what she can get, doesn't she?"
15
lb
They are leaving for the West to were trailing by a 13-7 count. But fred Headley; Mrs. Dill, Gwendoline
“I suppose so," he yielded. In all
h 1
morrow, she and her father.”
Green; Helen Conant, Elizabeth Guil
11
of this lighthearted give-and-take
11
they came back strongly in the third ford Gray; Angie Barrett, Dora
"Did she come out here to your
she was the Betty he knew best •
period
when
they
held
Crosby
to
a
Landers; Isabelle Underwood, Gertshop?"
1 17
teasingty vivacious, altogether frank
15
lb
“Oh, she couldn’t well do less mcre basket, while they dropped in six rude Vinal; Lobelia 'colored), Cora
and friendly, wholly unembarrassed.
w il
ir
than to Include me In the goodb.vs," with a foul to take the lead 20-15 Peterson; Dan the office boy, Colon
30
If she were wearing a mask for him
"Well, what did you talk about?" The last period was fought evenly but Winslow.
w
It fitted faultlessly.
The Roundabout Club met Wed“Shucks! I wasn't fit to tall; the last two minutes spelled doom
33“
His thoughts whipped back to the
for the Rockland lads. At the end neday with Mrs. Andy Johnson.
about
anything.
She
saw
it
anil
x\\\
x
Mrs.
Charles
Dutton,
who
has
been
3T
performance of the night before; to
the game the atore stood 23-all and
r
tried to Jolly me up. Wanted to of
sr
her almost inspired interpretation
an overtime period was necessary to in town the post week, called by ill
know If I couldn't take the summer determine the victor. The three- ness of her father Stephen Colson, re
THE STORY
Since she hadn't—lip picked up of her part in the play. Was she
Q0
4i
off and go out to the wilderness minute overtime held many thrills turned to Augusta Saturday.
41
39
lhe left shoe and examined the sole. acting a part now?
with her and her father. Of course, and the only basket scored, that by
Mrs. May Merrick of North Haven
CHAPTER
1.—Having demon
“Some girls can reach out and
4b
47
she didn't mean It,”
McKeen. decided the issue
For was a recent guest of her brother
strated the power of an extraordi
43
45
take anything they have a fancy
nary silencer, the “Black Box. ’
"Of course not," Markham agreed Rockland, Pietroski. Armata. Frohcck E. H Bradstreet.
which he has perfected, Owen Lan
for," he said, answering her query;
lafayette Carver Corps held in
5»
brutally. "As you say, she was and Freeman all went well, while
r
4ft
50
dis, young Inventor, in the little
"you, for one, Betty, dear. You'll
town of Carthage, confides to his
merely trying to Jolly you up a Maisel. French and McKeen all per stallation of offlcers last Tuesday
chum, Wally Markham, that he
evening.
The
new
offlcers
are:
Presi

ft
have a lot to answer for by the time
i 54
bit. But what about the black box? formed well for Crosby. The score:
55
fears the device, if exploited, might
51
dent, Nellie Wilson; vice president,
you're a woman grown."
be used for evil purposes.
Tnat
Any new developments?"
Creaky High
Lillian Gregory; treasurer, Cora
night the black box is stolen from
“1 like that—'a woman grown!' "
G
F
"Nothing; less than nothing. I’ve
5b
a safe tn Landis' laboratory.
Bunker; secretary, Carrie Cassie;
she retorted. “Am I not white, free
1
0
French,
rf
..............
4
been
buying
newspapers
from
all
chaplain.
Annie
Benner:
conductor,
CHAPTER 11.—Handle tells Mark
and—well, perhaps not quit* twenty2 Claudine Dyer; guard, Abbie Hutch
0
5T
around and ronding them for tne Nickerson, if ......... 1
ham the only person, beside him
4 inson; patriotic instructor. Addie
0
one. but near enough to taka the
self, knowing the combination of
crime news. Plenty of crime, of McKeen, If ............. 2
the safe. Is Betty Lawson, with
a Magnuson; past president. Madeline I
Maisel, c ............... 3
2
curse off? Never mind; If you think
course,
but
nothing
to
hint
at
any
whom the Inventor is In love. Mark
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) 1 VERTICAL (Cont.)
1
3 Smith; Fraternity, Lucy Coombs; |
Larrabee, rg ........... 1
HORIZONTAL
Tm a menace to tha peace of Car
ham takes a plaster cast of a wom
mystery. But It will come, you Whitney, lg............. 0
47-Ending of feminine 1O-Penetrated
0
c Charity, Della Simmers; Loyalty,
an's footprint, found beneath the
1-Glorified
thage, the menace will be removed
mark my words!"
12-Pertaining to tone
window of the laboratory.
1 Eleanor Conway: supper committee,
1
noi/na
Jackson, lg ............. 0
6-lnhabitant of Siam
after commencement. Daddy Is go
"Good stunt, that—watching the
14-Floata aloft
4S-Title of former
11Haughtiness
Addle
Magnuson.
Ada
Creed.
Lucy
ing out to tbe wild and woolly for
ilt-Those who live on
papers. Keep it up."
ruler of Russia
26 Coombs. Past President. Montilieu
11
12Group
of
three
(pi.)
the sumtner, and he is threatening
others
CHAPTER III
“I shall. I suppose you haven't
50- Paaaageway
13- Numbera from
Grindle was installing officer, Augusta
Rorkland High
to take me along."
18-Bigness
51- Girl's name
learned anything?"
twelve
to
twenty
Clavter
pianist.
P
F
O
52-Part of a bird (pi.) 2O-Exhibiting indignant
Betty Lawson.
“Fossil bunting. I suppose?"
"Nothing that you could give a Pellicane. rf
15-Without feet
Miss Villa Calderwood left Monday
2
0
54-Short eared mastiff
displeasure
17-Wlser
Though the professor filled the chnir
name to,'* Markham evaded. Ob Armata. if ....
PON leaving the Landis place i
for
Gardiner.
5
1
(Her., pi.)
22-Thoae who gfither
19-A
French
painter
Alton
Raynes
and
family
were
re

of physics ln the college It was well
viously, he couldn't tell Landis the Karl. If
Markham drove to a florist's
0
0
54-Relation of parent
grain
21- Land (ScoL)
length to which he had gone in Frohcck. If
knevn that his hobby was paleon
shop and got the box of congratu
7 cent guests of relatives at Matinicus.
1
23-Shanty (Var.)
to child
22- Mourns
Miss Catherine Calderwood enter
tology.
1
checking up the scorched shoe, Yeager, c ....
latory rosea for which he had tele- J
1
26-Rock
57- Met
24- Combinlng forth.
0
6 tained these guests at a house party
Neither could he make any men Freeman, lg
phoned that morning.
"It wouldn’t be anything else. But
29-Hotel (Var.)
58- Something which
Air
1
3 over the weekend, Neil Calderwood.
tion of hia suspicions of Canby, Pietroski. lg
he promises not to take me into the
With the box on the seat beside
31- Sorrowful
offends the eye
25Obliterate
Keith
Carver.
Annice
Gross,
Doro

0
0
Thomas, rg . ........... 0
32- Foot-like part
wilds unless I want to go. We have
beside him he beaded his car for I
27Even
(Contr.)
thy
Thomas,
Sigvred
Malin,
Fla
villa
VERTICAL
since Landis knew that Canby was Paladino, rg
0
0
34- Steallng
friends In Brewster, In tlie Tinianthe grounds of one of the oldest
28Domeatic
animal
I
Arey.
Henry
Anderson
Betty's escort on the night of the
35- Dry stalks of grain
1- Breathed out
yonl, and I'm to visit with them."
Institutions for higher learning in
In
Texas
30-City
Mrs
Lora
Hardison
entertained
the
24
“You're a Dear, Wally; Always a
play. It was a mess, any way one
10
37- Claws
2Fatty
compound
“You'll have a good time wher
S2-Went
by
the Middle West. He hadn't been j
Washington Club at her home Satur
Dear!"
Relcree, Wotton.
38- Snath (Var.)
chose to look at It.
3- Prefix. Three
33A
room
ever you are, trust you for that,"
entirely frank with Landis—couldn't j
day evening.
.
40- Elevated
4Appearing
at
If
Later
that
afternoon
Markham
.
«
•
.
34Enrotled
Red Cross workers will meet as !
he, tn the circumstances—and the It not only bore the telltale crease he averred. “All the same, we shall
41- Swell
gnawed
(Bot.)
learned
from
the
room
clerk
of
the
f
The
Orange
and
Black
seconds
ran
36-Stlnts
(Prov.)
u.-ual Wednesday at Union Church ,
Iw
45- Tidal flood
reason for this unfrankness dated across the ball of the foot; to the miss you. or we'll say Bert Canby
5- Admlniaterlng of
Collier
house,
where
Canby
had
hia
leugh-shod
over
the
inexperienced
39Weatel-like
«»
vestry.
will miss you.”
. ,r
46- Postpone
back to a game of golf at the Coun- 1 concaved front ot the low heel admedicine
carnivore
rooms,
that
the
promoter
had
left
Union
High
outfit,
nearly
all
of
the
Friday night at the GAR rooms
t
"What makes you say lhat so
49-Mature
6Drees
fabric
try club; a round played with Betty I hered a visible trace of the black
40Crimson
lccal
hoopsters
dropping
the
ball
in
ai
town, to be away overnight. Where
the Ladies of the G A R. held their
51—Units
7- lnactive
soil of the Landis back yard. Not to
spitefully? Tou shouldn't be nar upon he took another lawless step lea:t once. The Union team, much annual installation of officers as fol- j 42- Olein (Var.)
Lawson on a drizzly day when they
8- High playing card 53-National (abbr.)
row. Wally, dear."
43- Over (Contr.)
leave the smallest chance of uncer
both finished with damp clothes and
in the path which, up to the pres like its Junior varsity will need plenty lows; President. Ola Carver Ames;
,65-Grow old
^-Repair
44Seashore
tainty. he took the plaster cast from
“No," he agreed mildly, "nobody
wet feet.
ent, had led nowhere. Ormsbury, cf seasoning but it has its potentiali- senior vice. Clyde Macintosh; Junior
his pocket and compared it with the
should be narrow. But I don't care manager of the hotel, was a time- ties and will within a few years have vice, Lora Hardison: secretary. Hester
After the game he had urged
(Solution to Previous Puttie)
so awfully much for Canby; for one tried friend, and to him Markham a "rep" of Its own. Union boasted a Ames: treasurer. Nina Ames: chap
Betty to let him drive her home shoe sole. The marks were identi
good
key
man
ln
Creighton
who
lain.
Margaret
Gltdden;
patriotic
in

cal.
While
he
was
wishing
heartily
thing,
his
eyes
are
too
close
to

quickly for a change, but she had
appealed.
PLEASANT POINT I a|n|c|o1uIs|
scored most of his team's points.
structor, Sada Robbins; conductor.
gether."
refused to be hurried. There was that he could discredit the evidence
"You know me pretty well. John,
I lzzie Kay: associate conductor. J
Rockland Seconds
"And for other things I suppose and I’m going to ask you to break
a cheerful open tire in the club of his own eyes, he happened to
Seavey-Barter
P Edith Smith; guard. Kitty Webster; |
P
you'd say he is too good-looking, all hotel traditions for me," was
lounge and they had sat for a time glance out of the window, and saw
assistant guard, Gladys Hopkins;
A very pretty wedding took place
7
3
R.
Thomas,
rf
........
2
dresses
too
well,
is
too
successful
in
before this, toasting their feet at
the owner of the accusing shoe trip
the way he began on Ormsbury. "I
1 registrar, Gertrude Hall; pianist. Jan. 4 at the home of the bridegroom,
0
the blaze. He remembered that
ping across tlie campus toward the business, plays too good a game of want to borrow the master key to Bickmore. rf........... 0
7 Ieola Smith. Past President Eva w’hen Mrs Olive Barter of Long Cove
1
Crockett,
If
.............
3
Betty had rested her feet on the hot
house. In frantic haste he replaced golf and bridge. I'm afraid you are the rooms on the third floor for a Newman. If ............. 2
5 Creed Smith was installing officer, was united ln marriage with James M.
1
fender, and he had told her she , the shoe beside its mate, pocketed hopeless, Wally."
few minutes. Do 1 get It?”
5 assisted by Cora Peterson as con
1
Ca»oll.
c
“Hopeless, and rather proud of
would burn the. solciV of her Shoes.
the cast and dashed down the stairs
"You've got your nerves Wally,” Pally, rg
4 ductor. The ceremonies were preced 8eavey. with the groom's mother Mrs.
0
She had burned one of them, the
and into the parlor a breathless mo it," he laughed, getting up to go. Ormsbury chuckled. "What's your Phtlbrook. rg .......... 1
2 ed by the usual supper, the house Fatah F Seavey and Mr. and Mrs.
0
left one; he had seen the mark
0
4 keepers. Bessie Ames. Hester Ames, Alonzo Seavey present. Rev. E. H
ment before he heard Betty fitting "Would you like to take a little spin
lay this time? Are you posimc as a Sumner, lg ______ 2
2 Rena Johnson and Jennie Williams.
when she lifted her foot to feel if
0
..............
1
her key into tlie latch of tlie hall this fine morning?"
room thief? Or are you playing Ellis, lg
Representative W. Adelbert Smith Timberlake of Friendship officiated.
"Too
busy,
thank
you.
I
’
ve
a
world
'
I
afound
as
the shoe were getting too hot.
door.
an amateur detective?
returned Friday from Augusta for After the ceremony a wedding lunch
3f
15
of
things
to
do
before
we
close
the
This small circumstance was a
“If I need nn excuse for this early
Whose room do you want to break
ever Sunday.
was served. Mrs. Seavey during her
sufficient reason for the drive out
Union High
morning brash, here it is," he said, house for the summer.”
Into?"
Regular meeting of Moses Webster stay in this place the past three years,
“All right,” he acquiesced, “I'll
to the college campus. If Landis
P
I'
giving her tlie congratulatory box.
G
“Can't we let the room number T
Lodge F AM Tuesdav night, with has made many friends, always hav
vanish and let you get at IL”
2 work on Entered Apprentice decree. ing a pleasant word for everyone and
had not admitted that he had she vn
2
"I wantyd to lie first in the field."
hang up In the air for the time be Beckwith, rf .
0
And
with
that
he
took
his
leave,
0
Betty how to work the combination
Mrs. Edgar Bradstreet is guest of ready and willing to help in case of
“Oh, how perfectly gorgeous!" she
ing? I don't want to point a sus Pavson. rf ...
WEST PENOBSCOT
0 her mother Mrs Helena Murch at sickness and in any good cause, and
(I
of the laboratory safe, the mere fact
cried, when the box was opened. with the mystery of the black box's picion unless there is something to Aho. if ...........
6
2
Creighton, c ....
Calderwoods Neck.
the people of Pleasant Point are all
that the magnifying glass had
point it at"
"You're a dear, Wally; always a disappearance as dense as It had
The weir men are cutting poles and
0
0
Islesboro High School basketball very happy _to____________
welcome her _
as _a
shown a faint line running across
dead Why doesn't some nice girl been when he alighted from his car
“Then you are sleuthing? Why Cunningham, rg
0 team will play Vinalhaven High neighbor. Mr Seavey has always brush, getting ready to put down the
0
Hart,
rg
...........
at
the
Lawson
door.
the ball of the foot in the Soft aqil
find it out and make away with
not turn it over to the police, and HUt. lg .............
I
0 School Friday nignt at Town hall been a resident of this place and is a summer weirs next spring.
imprint under Laddis' window
you ?"
so stay on the windward side of
Colds and grippe are prevalent up
A dance will follow the game, music highly valued citizen,
CHAPTER IV
wouldn't have suggested the thought
the law? I suppose you know what
“Exactly what I’ve asked myself
by the Fakers.
The following evening 34 of their here "How are all the folks?" is the
of connecting Bfett.v with tlie disap
will happen if you should be caught
dozeog of times,'* he laughed. “But
Referee. LaCross.
D A. Gross and Curtis Webster neighbors, carrying guns, horns, tin Inquiry each morning.
Broken Threads.
pearance of the black box. But the
out between bases?"
• • • •
while there’s life, there's hope. How
were at North Haven Saturday night I pans, cow bells etc. met at the home,
Melvin York's chickens are hatch
telltale mark, added to Landis' 'ad
are you feeling after last night's FN URING the four days which In“Of course. But I'm not going to
to Install officers of the Grange.
and gave them an old fashioned sere- ing.
The
Rockland
Jayvees
took
Union
T-r tervened between tlie disap be caught out. The rooms I want mission, seemed to leave little doom
installation of officers of De Valois nade. Mr. and Mrs. Seavey were
struggle?”
It is great weather, no snow and
Junior Varsity into camp 36-13. The
for doubt, though even with the evi
to break Into are unoccupied Just entire Union team lacked experience, Commandcry, K. T. took place Fri- greatly surprised when the noise the river clear ol ice. Looks like a
“Oh—was It a struggle? Did it pearance of landis black box and
day
night
at
Masonic
hall,
with
Past
j
started,
but
the
door
was
soon
opened
the
college
commencement,
Mark

dence thus all but conclusive, the
now, and you may be sure I’ll leave but made a great tussle of it despite
luok that way to you? What aiude
short winter.
thing was blankly incredible.
them exactly as I find them.”
you and Owen take a stage box? ham burrowed patiently—and alone.
their greenness. This team may be Commander E. H. Bradstreet as in- j and everyone was invited into the
Fred York has been confined to the
stalling
officer,
assisted
by
Past
Comhouse,
where
they
met
with
a
most
As he let the blue roadster amble
"You've given yourself away,” expected to go places as soon as it gets
Did you think you might he able to If the footprints under Landis'
house with grippe.
mander
L.
E.
Williams
as
grand
marcordial
welcome.
Cigars
and
confecalong toward the college suburb.
rattle me and make me forget my laboratory window had been ’•-•'de said the manager, with a laugh. accustomed to the court game. Raye sha! and Past Commander O. C. Lane tions were furnished and 8 ver>’ happyT. J. Young was supper guest of
by Betty I-awson, her companion, "There is nobody away on the third and Withee were high point men for as grand prelate. Past Commander
Markham tried to convince himself
lines?”
evening passed When ready to de Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bridges of this
the
locals
while
the
visitors
divided
and accomplice, must have been
of the absurdity of the circumstan
floor excepting Mr. Canby. Whet
"Sheer devotion," he explained in
C. L. Boiuan was organist. The offl part the guests were all invited by place tecenlly.
their points evenly. The score:
tial evidence conclusion. First, It
mock tenderness. “We wanted to Herbert Canby. Hence, during the have you got on him, Wally?"
cers for 1933 are: Commander, F F. the bride and groom to be present at
T. J. Young who is on a visit here
Rorkland Junior Varsity
Involved the assumption that, in
“Nothing at all. I merely want
Ames; generalissimo, E. A. Smalley; their 50th wedding anniversary The from Vinalhaven went to Orland last
he as near you as possible. Your four-day interval, Markham spent
I’ captain general. Joseph Headley: S best wishes of many friends for Mr Tuesday evening to attend a Masonic
O
F
stead of going directly home after
work was splendid. Not feeling any most of his time keeping the promo to see how he lives when he's at
10 W George Lawry; J. W., L. B. Dyer; and Mrs Seavey are that they may meeting and met many of the breth
Raye. rf .................. 4
2
ter of real estate schemes under home.”
the play, Betty had delayed her re
after-effects at all?”
0 prelate, O. C Lane; treasurer, H. W live to en.toy many years of happiness ren and companions from Bucksport.
0
turn for at least an hour, since it
“All right," Ormsbury agreed, Hastings, rf ........... 0
She dropped into a chair and quiet surveillance.
4 Fifield: recorder, F. L. Roberts; I
Pellicane.
if
...........
2
0
Nothing
definitely
helpful
came
of
was nearly midnight before the
producing
the
coveted
passkey.
passed her hand over her forehead.
10 standard bearer. W. H. Ingerson;
Withee. If ............... 4
2
this.
So
far
as
outward
appear

black box had been locked up in the
"It
’
s
smashing
the
traditions,
as
“Sit down for a few minutes,
4 sword bearer. J. E. Snow; warder. A
lord, c
2
0
laboratory safe. Again, the automo
won't you? After-effects, you say? ance went, Canby ate, drank and you say, but I’m banking on your Qcss, rg .................. 0
0 A Peterson; guards. Kenneth Black.
0
bile track and the double set of foot
I'll admit it was a bit of a struggle, slept the Greater-Carthage scheme discretion. Don't yon want an au Rubenstein, rg........ 1
4 Emil Coombs C. G. Webster; sentinel. ]
2
prints In the alley proved that two
<x
last night I had stage fright hor to the exclusion of most other inter thorized witness along?"
0 E. M. Hall.
jHelhcr, lg ............. 0
0
ests;
also,
he
was
gradually
over

persons were concerned, and If
"No;
you
’
d
better
not
come.
ribly, at first"—and she went on tell
0
i Peterson, lg ___ __ 0
0
What you don't know you can j Dondis. !g ............... 0
Betty were the woman, Canby must
2
The January Clearance Sale at
0
ing him just how the fright com coming the obstacle of small-city
conservatism—to the substantial in swear you don't know. If anything j Allen, lg ..._.............. 1
2 Senter Crane's store still continues.
0
TO STAY AT The LINCOLN
have been the man, since he was her
plex had attacked her.
Be sure and visit them this week.—
escort for the evening.
Sitting opposite, Markham lis crease of his deposits in the Car develops. I’ll promise you'll be the
36 adv.
14
8
IS A HAPPY REMEMBRANCE
Reaching this point, Markham
tened, and as she talked the testi thage Savings Bank A- Trust, of flrst to know it.-' Won't that are
Union Junior Varsity
told himself that the thing was
mony of the circumstantial evi which Markham senior was the pres awerT*
An InHratting (••mnpnlitnn
.
“I guess so—for this one time.
blankly unbelievable. Betty might
p
UNION
P
O
dence became still more unbeliev ident.
CHwrfwl r«»mi Plentnnt B«rvi<« . . Fine ret*
Wally dropped In upon his father But. for the Lord's sake, be care Leach, rf .............. 0
0
0
Funeral services for Mrs Clara
play a trick on Owen; but that she
able. Surely If she had taken the
•nwrnntt . . Medemtely Priced . . Arnvnd Hie
4 Clark, who died in Portland, were
2
Williams. If ........... 1
would make a man her accomplice
leading part in a burglary an hour at the bank for a word of counsel. ful!"
2 | held at her former home here Thurs0
comer
tfccntrci, clwbc nnd flemnmnc Timci
With the pick-lock key In his poa- Beckwith. If ........... 1
was ridiculously Incredible. Also,
after the play, she couldn't sit there The young man had inherited a com
2 day afternoon. For many years Mrs
0
. • A perfect Hntnl for Hie vieitnr .
there was the matter of the firechatting with him apparently with fortable competence from his grand suasion Markham made sure there McEdwards. c.......... 1
2 Clark was an active worker in the
2
Payson, rg ............. 0
marked shoe.
Would Betty have
out a single trace of aelf-conseious- father, the bulk of which was in was no one looking on in the corri Payson, rg .............. 0
0 Methodist Church from which she
0
vested
tn
a
local
tooi
and
implement
dor
when
he
opened
the
door
of
ROOM with BATH, RADIO A SIKVIDOR
worn a pair of golf shoes to the the
ness. Yet there was the accusing
3 was greatly missed when, several
1
Hart, lg .............
1
factory,
the
future
expansion
of
Canby's
sitting
room
and
let
him

ater? Markham weighed the prob
footprint under Landis' workshop
0
0 years ago she went to Portland to live
Wallace,
lg
.............
0
from >3 Singlo and M Oouble
abilities for and against, and the
window nnd the confirmatory shoe which was threatened by one of the self in. The sitting room, bath, and
— with her daughter Miss Lena Grin'»
•
ramifications of Canby's schemes.
the adjoining bedroom were all In
“ngalnsta" had It by an overwhelm
13 nell. Rev. J. W. Ames of Church of
ln the room overhead.
JOHN f WIIT. M«R«e««
“
About
that
tract
adjoining
the
order,
and
It
took
him
but
a
few
1
ing majority.
the
Nazarcne
conducted
the
service.
Referee.
LaCross
"Were you pretty tired when tlie
Now UnHnr New Mnnogement . . ,MA ffehance
shops.” Wally began. “I was told minutes to make a rapid but thor- ,
The regular meeting of the auxHe parked his car in front of the
thing was over?" he asked.
I diary of the Woman's Home Mission
Lawson house and ran . up the
"I was a perfect dishrag! It made that Canby is trying to get an op ough search in every nook and ,
NORTH
WARREN
ary Society Is to be held Thursday
steps with the box under his arm.
me furious. To think that I can play tion on it. Do you know anything corner large enough to conceal
Landis’ black box. He didn't find j Mrs Aubync Hawes and son ArWhen tlie maid came to answer his
my eighteen holes of golf and come about It?"
“Nothing definite. Gaultney—he's the box; he had scarcely hoped to.
ring he was told that Miss Betty had
up smiling, and yet be wrung dry by
wlThT mo^cdrnCXy to ' Mrs
Davls rwpnUy vUit*d
taken over the handling of the es
44th TO 45th STREET-Ith AVENUE, NEW YORK
It was when he was shutting the I emoon with her moTher Mrs. to hpr
gone across the campus on an er
Harold in Rockport and
a few hours on tbe stage!”
tate
—
was
here
yesterday,
and
he
doors
of
the
clothes
closet
ward

i Mank.
rand for her father and would be
“Action and reaction," he suggest
i Maurice in East Warren
White Oak Grange held installation
hack in a few minutes. Would he
ed. "Nothing more stimulating than said nothing about It. I'm reason robe in the bedroom that he made a
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Starrett, Mrs
discovery. One of the several suits
•^mXkD°Xnr
Creighton and Wallace Creighcame in and wait?
playing to an appreciative audience, ably sure he would give its a chance
If
anybody
else
were
trying
to
tie
of
clothes
had
fallen
from
its
hook,
'
m^the
din
100
the cantata at Warren
lie would and did; and after the
especially when the player makes
-venina
and when he readied down to pre , which supper was served in the dinmaid had shown him into the par
such a cracking success of a part the tract up.”
MlMMadellne Lary is pleased with
"I hope he would. Blit Canby I,
sent it from Interfering wljh the ' wf„h WarXn'Tve^e^MToie^
lor and had gone back to her work,
as you did of yours lust night. And
Pencb^o View
wem p^ "**'* of
°f hPr
pretty
cagey
In
his
rteHls.
and
he
dosing
of
.
the
door,
he
found
that
a masterful temptation assailed him.
the aftermath of any stimulant is
pencoscot view oranges were pres ,wrc ghe finds the young people and
knows
how
ntui-h
we're
going
to
the
bottom
board
of
the
piece
of
With Betty, who was her father's
apt to be a let-down that leaves you
'e Mabel Crawford and Mrs. Charles ;ot4ier» very responsive
need that piece of ground some
furniture was loose.
housekeeper, out of the way, aDd
fiat and with a dark-brown taste in
Laying the fallen suit aside, ha Erickson visited Thursday with Mrs. j
the professor busy with his classes
your mouth. You ought to have j day."
"You needn't worry a Idt about
lifted it. Underneath there was an Charles Mank.
in the near-by college buildings, he
had a bit of supper after the play.'*
Sadie Kelly was a visitor at Edwin |
enclosed space of a few inches in
knew be was alone ln tbe house,
“I did that very thing. Bert took Canby. Wally, lie's nothing hut a
noisy false alarm—as a good many
depth. At tlie farther end his grop Ci awford's one day last week.
save for the maid. He knew which
me to Pozzoni’s."
BEACON STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
ing hand came in contact with a )•
one of the upper rooms was Betty's.
He marked the familiar "Bert" as people in this town are going to find
out before they are through with
leather
bag
lying
flat.
When
he
tried
At the prompting of an Impulse
applied to Canby, setting It down
him. As yet, nobody can put a i to lift it, tt was so heavy that he j as new and unused as the automat
quite as lawless as the one—Betty's
ns a measure of the distance Canby
ics.
finger upon anything he has done I had to take both hands.
nr another's—that had led to the
had come on the road of the rusher,
North Station
Having, as he believed, plenty of
that you could call crooked, or even
burglarizing of Landis' safe, he ran
Taken from its hiding place and
though a moment's reflection told
Loeeied on B»«eon
time at hia disposal, Markham drew
BOSTON
shady.
Just
the
same.
I
shan
’
t
he
:
rapidly up the stairs to the floor
opened upon the floor, the case con- J up a chair and sat down to consider
Hill Nen Cd lhe
him that It might mean little In
surprised any day If the hooltkeep- i tained nothing to throw light upon
Sot, Hnuw
above.
Betty's mouth. She was nothing If
his
prize
thoughtfully.
Of
course,
er comes in ts tell me that Canby's Landis' loss; still, its contents were '
not modern.
He hoped he might find the door
there was no doubt as to Its nature.
account has been checked out, lock,
surprising.
First, wrapped in a
“And after supper Canby drove
of Betty’s chamber standing open,
ROOMS
stock and barrel. When that hap chamois skin, there were two large I It was a complete kit of burglar's
you
home
in
his
car?
”
and It was.
Feeling more like a
tools, with the guns to back it up,
pens. if it happens. I'm thinking we caliber automatics, new, well oiled
She
nodded.
"He
had
to.
1
was
so
With BATH
sneak-thief than anything else, ho
a spare kit, as It appeared, since
shill have seen the last of the
Jam a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial,
sleepy I could scarcely hold my eyes young man who says he's from New and with the magazines filled with
went In. There was a pair of shoes
there was every Indication that the
cartridges. Next came a larger piece j
open.”
standing beside the dressing chair.
and shopping centers.
tools had never been used or the
York."
of leather, which served as a wrap"Still I suppose the long way
Were they the shoes she had worn
guns
Bred.
What
was
Canby,
figur

Markham sought Landis in his j1 ping for a set of tools, drills, files, '
around wag the shortest way home,
lo and from the theater—changing,
ing as an energetic young promo
at that, wasn't It?” he thrust in, with backyard workshop, and found the ! steel saws, cut-nippers, pliers, a
of course, when she costumed for
ter intent upon making Carthage
robbed
Inventor
a
prey
to
the
post
•
U EXIRA KRSON
! buuch of objects that he took to be
his good-natured grin.
ner part on the stage? He was afraid
Rooms without bath, «2.«, up; with bath, *3.90 up
grow, doing with a burglar's kit bid
gloomy
forebodings
touching
the
'
■ skeleton keys, and, lastly, a short
“It might have been," she admit
they were, and he wished she had
den
in
his
wardrobe?
steel bar drawn to a chisel-end at
ted. “To tell the truth, I was so use to which his stolen invention
put them away; hidden them so that
••
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
either extremity and beautifully
tired and sleepy that Bert might might be put.
be couldn’t find them.
tampered;
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Hotel*'

INCOLN

May We Suggest—

MANGER

HOTEL BELLEVUE

500

New Lower Rates

Every-Other-Day
president; Maud Davis, chaplain;
Linthel Lane, conductor; Ida Page,
Mrs. Annie L. Small is ill at her guard; Stella Simonton, secretary;
Cacilda Oaln, treasurer; Inez Grant,
home on Mechanic street.
patriotic Instructor; Louise Melvin,
Mrs. Adelaide Morrill, who has been
correspondent: Florence Knight,
registered at Thorndike Hotel. Rock press
musician;
Ellen Bohndell. assistant
land. since closing her home on Rus
Mollie Larner, assistant
sell avenue, left Prlday morning for conductor;
guard; Maud Peterson. Freda 81mWilkesbarre, Pa., where she will spend mens. Mary Snow. Olive Whittier,
■the remainder of the winter. Enroute color bearers; Mrs. Torrey, In behalf
she will make a short visit with rela of the Corps presented Mrs Cain with
tives in Boston.
a gift In appreciation of her services
Mrs Robert Davis spent Friday In of the evening, and also as a personal
Thomaston visiting her mother Mrs. gift a gold bar to be attached to the
Ssnford Hyler.
pin she already held, the pin and four
At the regular meeting of Fred A. bars representing 45 years of mem
Norwood W.R.C. next Friday evening bership ln the National W.R C., a dis
a gift tree will be featured as a bene tinction which Mrs. Caln now holds
Che was also presented with a past
fit for sick and needy members.
“Current Events" was the subject president's Jewel as a gift from Capt.
of an interesting meeting of the ar.d Mrs. Torrey.
Twentieth Century Club Friday after
A pleasing program followed: Vocal
noon with Mrs. Mildred Putnam. At duet. "The Stories That Mother Told
the close, refreshments were served Me.’ Mrs. Linthel Lane; Mrs. Amy
by the hostess. The next meeting win Miller; vocal solos with accordion ac
be at the home of Mrs. Mary St. Clair. companiment. “The Ninety and Nine"
Hon. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker and "Just Beyond." Stanton Y. Oahave returned to Augusta, having vltt; piar.o solo. "Bobolink," Florence
spent the weekend at their home here. Knight; reading. "How Jimmy Tend
Mr Walker is to be congratulated on ed the Baby." Eliza Jones; piano
hLs appointment on the Taxation rc'.e^ Mattie Russell; vocal solo, Decommittee. Thus committee is one of lora Morrill; violin selections. Col.
the most important in the legislature j F. S. Phllbrick; remarks. Rev. G. F.
and one to which a first term Rep Currier, Rev. Burleigh M. Sylvester,
resentative is seldom appointed.
Rev. F. F. Fowle, Hon. Arthur Walker
Mr. and Mi's Albert Rhodes spent and Mrs lu!u Eatcn 01 Win terpert;
the weekend in Portland, guests of,. rfadlng, "The G A R. Button," Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Campbell
TBlanche Steward with Mrs binthel
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes re Lane taking the solo part. It Is Inter
turned Friday to Matinicus where Mr. esting to note that of these talented
Rhodes will resume teaching follow entertainers, three were over 80 years
of age. Mrs. Morrill, Col. Philbrick
ing the Christmas vacation.
and Mrs. Jones, the latter having
passed the 90 year mark Command
er Harry Thurlow of the Legion and
Highly Interesting Orcalon
Mrs. Maurice Payson, president of the
The installation of officers cf Fred auxiliary also offered remarks.
A. Norwood W.R C. Friday evening
Previous to the installation cere
at G.A.R. hall was an unusually at-, mony the entire assembly stood in
tractive affair and was largely at silent prayer ln respect to the de
tended Arey-Heal Post, A. L.. and parted ex-President. Calvin Coolidge
Auxiliary of Camden were special The furling of the flags brought the
guests also Past Stale Commander evening's program to a close, af»Col. Fernando Phllbrick of Rockland, which refreshments were served In
who was given an ovation on entering the banquet hall under the direction
the hall. Mrs. Cacilda Cain served of Linthel Lane. Vellie Simmons.
as Installing officer and received Maud Davis. Cacilda Cain. Hazel Caln
many words of commendation on the and Enuna Torrey.
manner in which she carried through
the work. She was assisted by Ellen
Bchndell as conductor, and Maud IN FIGHTING AGAINST
Peterson, Hazel Cain. Linthel Lone i
and Olive Whittier as color bearers.
FLU-GRIP
Dept. Junior Vice President Emma L.
Keep
the
bowels open and take
Torrey served as chaplain.
The following were1 inducted into !
BROWN’S RELIEF
office: Emma L. Torrey, president; i
on arising and retiring
Mildred Holmes, senior vice presi- j
dent; Vellie Simmons, junior vice
Norway Medicine Co.
1-tf

ROCKPORT

TOWN

OF

SOUTH

THOMASTON

STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln tbe Town of South Thomaston, tn the
County of Knox, for the year 1932
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-restdent owners ln the
Town of South Thomaston aforesaid, for the year 1932. committed to me for
collection for said Town on the fourth day of May. 1932. remain unpaid; and
notice Is hereby given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not
previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is suBIctent to pay the
amount due thereof. Including Interest and charges, will be sold without further
notice at public auction at the Town Hall. In said Town, on the first Mon
day In February, 1933 at nine o'clock A M
Name of Owner
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Description of Property.

Amount of Tax Due

HEIRS OF CORNELIUS HANRAHAN OR MARY DOHERTY OR
MARY RU88ELL OR OWNER A certain lot of land on the
North side of the road leading from Brown's Corner to South
Thomaston village, and bounded as follows, viz : Beginning at
the Southeast comer of land formerly of Alexander Wilson.
North Northeast 36 rods to land formerly of WUUam Blake:
thence by said Blake's land East Southeast about >7 rods to
land formerly of William Butler; thence South Southwest 20
rods to land formerly owned by heirs of Oeorge Coombs;
thence South 29 rods to a brook, thence South Southwest by
said brook about five rods to the town road: thence by said
road North Northwest to place of beginning, containing 18 acres
more or less, being the lot of land conveyed to Cornelius Han
rahan. William C Burgess. Edward K O'Brtne and Edward E
O'Brin- and recorded In the Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 47.
Page 74 Also a certain lot of land bounded as follows, viz: Begin
ning at the Westerly shore of Wessaweskeag Mill Pond on
the North line of a half acre lot formerly belonging to Joseph
Berry; thence Northerly by said Pond shore until It reaches the
Marsh; thence Westerly by said Marsh to the South line of
land formerly of John Stackpole: thence by said land to the
Horse Brook, so-called; thence by said Brook to an aah tree
at the line of land formerly occupied by WUUam Blake;
thence Southerly by the Eastern line of said land to the
land formerly of Cornelius Hanrahan, or formerly of WUUam
Butler; thence Easterly by said Hanrahan's line to a beech
tree at the north line of land formerly of Augustine Drake or
formerly Fullerton Keller: thence running same course by said
Keller's line and the said half acre Berry lot to the first men
tioned bound, and containing 36'i acres more or less, and being
laud conveyed by Harris Stackpole and sold by him to Cor
nelius Hanrahan and recorded In Knox Registry of Deeds.
Book 52. Page 567 Also a certain lot of land bounded as fol
lows. viz Beginning at the Westerly shore of the Wessawes
keag Mill Pond, at the North line of a lot of land mortgaged
to Harris Stackpole and sold by him to Cornelius Hanrahan
and known as the Millay lot: thence North 78'2 degrees West
191 feet and South 69'2 degrees West 271 feet to land formerly
occupied by Barney Bowers; thence North by said land of
said Bowers to a creek; thence Easterly by said creek and
said Wessaweskeag Mill Pond: thence Southerly by said Mill
Pond 300 feet to bounds flrst mentioned containing two acres
and 145 rods, being land conveyed by Job L. Copeland to
Cornelius Hanrahan and recorded ln Knox Registry of Deeds.
Book 84. Page 252 Value of land 1550.00
.....................................
827 50
HEIRS OF MARY ANN WILLIAMSON. OR OWNER—A certain lot of
land on the road leading from Seal Harbor Village to Clark
Island, together with buildings thereon and bounded as fol
lows. viz- North by land of Elbert Burton. East by land of El
bert Burton. South by Town Road: West by land of Elbert
Burton and Town Road, and containing about one asre
Value of land *30 00 Value of Buildings 8250.00 .....................
14 00
ALTHEA BORNEMAN ESTATE. OR OWNER A certain lot bf land
situated on the town road leading from Keag Village to Seal
Harbor and bounded as follows, viz: North by land of Carrie
Higgins; East by Wessaweskeag River: South by land former
ly of Harold Harlow: West by aforesaid town road and con
taining about four acres Value of land <12000................................
6.00
JOHN P AND HAZEL MATTHEWS- A certain lot of land situated
on Spruce Head Island and bounded as follows, viz: Beginning
at an Iron bolt on the shore of Seal Harbor at a point 65
feet from Thomas Maker's Western line; thence Northerly
194 ft. to a granite post: thence Westerly 80 feet to an Iron bolt;
thence Southerly 285 feet to a granite post on the shore of
Seal Harbor: thence Easterly as the shore runs 70 feet to
place of beginning and being land conveyed by J. 8. Allard
and Harry D Allard to John P. Matthews and Hazel L. Mat
thews and recorded In the Knox Registry of Deeds. Book W
222. Page 362 Value of land 850 00 ......... ............ . ...............................
2 50
SIDNEY A THOMPSON—A certain lot of land situated In Seal Har
bor and bounded as follows, viz: North by land of Merrill Sim
mons. East. South and West by lahd of William D. Todd, and
containing about two acres. Value of land 820 00 .................
1 00
CLARA E PERRY. OR OWNER—A certain lot of land together with
buildings thereon situated at Pleasant Beach, and bounded
as follows, viz: Beginning In the North line of Atlantic Ave
nue at Pleasant Beach at the Southwest corner of Lot No. 5
on the survey and plan of Tripp; thence North by West line
of said lot No 5. 74 feet to Anderson Avenue; thence West by
Anderson Avenue 24 feet to a ditch: thence South by said
ditch 74 feet to Atlantic Avenue; thence East by North line
of Atlantic Avenue 24 feet to place of beginning and being
land conveyed by Oeorge F Bean to Clara E. Perry and re
corded In the Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 193. Page 421.
Value of land 8100. Value of Buildings $380 ..................................
824 CO
O EDOAR WILSON—A certain lot of land situated on the road
leading from Thomaston to St. Oeorge. together with build
ings thereon, and bounded as follows, viz: North by land of
Anselm Aho and Elkhannah Stackpole Estate. East by land
of Elkannah Stackpole Estate. South by land of John Stackpole; West by Georges River and containing about 35 acres
Also another certain lot of land situated on the Westerly side
of the aforesaid St. Oeorge Road and bounded as follows,
viz: North by land of Herman Erickson. East by St. Oeorge
Road. South by land of Kuatl RaMkonen. West by the Oeorges
River and containing about 70 acres. Value of land <1050.00.
Value of Buildings 8550 00 .....................................................................
85 00
EDWARD WARE ESTATE—Land and buildings on the eastern end
of Spruce Head Island, and containing about 29 acres. Value
of Land $900.00 - Value of Buildings $2000 00 .............................
145 00
LOUIS E. FOGO.
Dec 24 1932.
Collector of Taxes for the Town of South Thomaston.
155-T-4

TOWN OF NORTH HAVEN
STATE OF MAINE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In tlie Town of North Haven. Maine, In
the County of Knox, for the year 1932.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the
Town of North Haven. Maine aforesaid, for the year 1932. committed to me for
collection for said Town on the 6th day of May. 1932. remain unpaid: and
notice Is hereby given that If said taxes with Interest and charges arc not pre
viously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor. Including Interest and charges, will be sold without
further notice at public auction at Crockett's Hall In said Town, on the first
Monday In February. 1933. at nine o'clock A. M.
T
Deacrlptlon of Property
Amount of Tax Due
Name of Owner

MRS VIRGINIA CALLARY—Seventeen and one-half acres of land.
Land bounded North and South by shore. East by land of
F W Benson. West by land of C. E Hellens. Value $2000 00
$82 40
FRANK BEVERAGE.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of North Haven.
Dec. 24. 1932.
155-T-4

Miss Wilma to Massachusetts where

will resume her studies
Pains and Dizziness 1I she
Institute.
Nine members of Hope Orange at
tended Knox Pomona Saturday at
Rockport. An interesting meetDisappeared ’ West
ing was held. E. C. Moran, Jr. was
at Perkins

, the speaker.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Allen are having
After She Began Taking
a bathroom installed ln their home.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
D F. Brownell Is doing the work.
The Ladies' Farm Bureau held an
Vegetable Compound
interesting meeting at Orange hall.
Friday. The subject was "Quilt
Craft" and several of the members
brought patterns.

OWL’S HEAD
A health clinic for inoculation for
diphtheria is to be held the last of
i this month at the Town hall. This is
free to all children over six months
cld and includes the High School

WALDOBORO
Miss Grace Lawrence of the State
Department of Health. Augusta, has
been ln town this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence T W?ston
spent Friday and Saturday ln Port
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield of
Worcester passed the weekend and
holiday with their parents Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Kuhn.
Mrs. Nellie Overlock entertained at
bridge two tables Friday afternoon.
Her guests were Miss Edna Young.
Mrs. Harold Clarke, Mrs. I. P. Bailey,
Mrs. 8 H. Weston, Mrs. Porter Soule,
Mrs. W. O. Labe and Mrs. A. L
Shorey.
Ralph Lovell has returned to Bos
ton after passing the holidays with
his parents Mr. and Mrs John ii.
Lovell.

One Billion Dollars Fine..
90 Million Days Imprisonment
for
NEGLECT
of

very year,

the common cold
costs America over a billion
dollars! Every year, coldt imprison
people at home—away from work—
for more than 90 million days!
These figures are based on esti
mates of the United States Public
Health Service.

E

3tflr club held a PubUc hrid®*
lX' at Stahjs Tavern Thursday afterInez j

i and a helping committee of Mrs
Dyer. Mrs Josephine Knowlton and™ ^^**7/°'*?*“'* _
“My grandmother and my mother Mrs. Myra Scammon, who will be glad j Mr- aDd Mrs. John H. Miller have
both used the Vegetable flompound j to give any information regarding It.
spending the past week In Bcsand they started me on it. I ran do a
man's work now. I am not dizzy any All parents are urged to take ad- ltcnThere were three basketball games
more and the pains in my head have vantage of this clinic
Rev L. G. Perry gave a very interMcdomak Athletic hall Tuesall left me."
eeting sermon Sunday, his subject, da?, evenln<: The Waldoboro High
MRS. LELAND FISHER
loet to the Alumni. 38-34; Wal356 Center St., Huntington, Indiana I "Young People Who Win." The choir
Do not endure another day without ' made up of young people and con- °°boro High Boys' team won from
the help this medicine cun give you. i ducted by Mrs. Edith Young rendered i Washington High with a score cf
I some fine music which Is a great ad- 36-10; the Five Aces of Damariscotta
Sold by all druggists.
dition to the services.
played against the Waldoborc Boys'
' 1 The church sewing circle will meet i Club, winning by a score of 52-28
j Thursday with Miss Margaret Young.
The L T. Club met last week MonTHE BETTER OLDS
There will be a public supptr in the day evening in the vestry of the Bapcommunity room Wednesday evening tlst Church with 27 members presFamous Automobiles Are for the benefit of the Library. Cold ent. The meeting was preceded by a
ham. mashed potato, turnip, cabbage supper with a committee composed of
Proving Sensation of the salad,
pie and coffee will be served at Fred Boggs. Austin Winchenbach and
25 cents a plate. A social will fallow Oscar Smith in charge. At the busl1933 Mode
the supper.
Iness meeting these officers were reA box social was held In the Com- 'elected: President, Mrs. Esther
The 1933 offering of Oidsmobile
cars, presenting the most advanced munity room Friday evening which Shorey; vice president. Mrs. Oertrude
modes have been the major motor at was attended by the young people and Benner; secretary and treasurer, Miss
J Gladys Bailey.
traction here during the past few days all reported a good time.
as viewed at the Munsey Motor Co.,
Limerock street, and demonstrated on
request.
“The easily apparent added value,
at material reduction in prices, the1
distinctive styling of both the Six and
the Straight Eight coupled with the
highly individual attractiveness and
smartnes' of each line, have made a
deep impression on those familiar j
with Oldsmobile's inherent and char-'
acteristic qualities of dependability.J
comfort and performance, Mr. Mun
sey said.
"The lower, air-streamed lines of
both the Six and Straight Eight are
made possible in a great measure by
a new frame construction with what
Olds engineers designate an X-type
cross member This not only adds to
the strength of the frame, but adds to
the stability of the cars.
"Every quality of performance has
been highly praised, especially the
ease of control, quietness and the
smoothness with which the cars glide
along the streets. Comments on every
feature have been so favorable that
we feel certain the new Oldsmobiles
will be accepted by the public as the
finest cars the company has ever pro
duced.
"The wheelbase of the Oidsmobile
Straight Eight has been extended to
119 Inches this year, and the treads
of both sixes and rights have been
substantially widened. As a result
the Interior seating arrangements are
wider and more comfortable, and the
cars have added stability on all types
of roads.
"From an engineering standpoint,
the most interesting new development
Is the three-point engine suspension
used on both the six and eight. The
three mountings are cushioned in rub
ber and designed to control torsional
vibration. An unbelievable smooth
ness at all speeds results.—adv.

RELIEF!

Happily—now—a way has been
found to lift much of this burden.
It comes with the new Vicks Plan
for better Control of Colds.

In clinical tests among thousands
last winter, Vicks Plan reduced the
number and dqration of colds by
half!—cut the dangers and costs of
colds more than half!

To millions of American homes,

Vicks package. Very briefly, it it thia:

To

Prevent

Many Coldt

When Coldt threaten—at that

COLDS

Nor does this terrific penalty im
posed by colds include their misery
and annoyance—their trouble and
worry—their actual danger to health.

Now Comet

ot Colds—fully explained In each

the Plan has already brought new
freedom from colds.

Better Control of Coldt
This unique and remarkable Plan
was made possible by development
of the new aid in preventing colds—
Vicks Nose 8s Throat Drops. This
new formula is the ideal companion
to Vicks VapoRub, the modern way
of treating colds. Together with
certain simple rules of health, they
form Vicks Plan for better Con trot

first feeling of stuffiness or nasal irri
tation, sniffle or sneeze—Nature's
usual warning that a cold is coming
on —use Vicks Nose Drops af oncel
They soothe irritation and aid Na
ture’s functions in throwing off tha
infection that threatens. They pre
vent development of many colds.

To End o

Cold Sooner

If a cold haa developed or strikes
without warning, vigorous measures
are necessary. At bedtime, apply
Vicks VapoRub over throat and
chest. Its direct double-action
continues through the night. By
morning the worst of a cold it
usually over. During the day, use
the convenient Vicks Nose Drops
for added comfort and relief.

For FEWER Colds-LESS SEVERE Colds-LESS EXPENSE

Follow VICKS PLAN for Bettor CONTROL of Colds

Q 2L VF $30 00 While this Special Shipment
wv*_____ol Washers Lasts I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Regular

EASY

WASHER

ELECTRIC WATER PUMP

Large CAPACITY -- 4 Position Wringer

HOPE
Schools in town opened Monday for
the winter term of seven weeks.
George Ludwig of Gilsum. N. H„
was at the home of his son R. E. Lud
wig last week.
Mr. and Mrs E. L True have re
turned after taking their daughter

PENNY

Other features: Automatic Switch to prevent blown fuses;

is a

Large Sturdy Wringer with big, balloon wringer rolls; Porce

LOT of MONEY

lain Enameled Tub, finished in harmonizing Easy Beige, big

when

enough for large family; Easy Moving Castors; full Easy qual

ity throughout and other New Improvements;

you spend it

nationally

ad

vertised at $99.50.

ELECTRICALLY

■ —J

2c
will do your
WEEK’S

WASHING

$r,00

A special purchase of 190, model 4-F EASY
washers enables us to offer you thia nation
ally advertised, popular model washer for
$69.50—a real honest-to-goodneas saving of
$30. These washers are not used machines
or demonstration models. They arc brand
new and just arrived at our warehouse this
week. This is the lowest price we have ever
offered on a new Easy with the two features
every woman wants; the electric pump which
empties the water for you and its big, family
size. With an Easy, electricity does all the
scrubbing, it takes away one of the hardest
of home tasks, and does it for just about
TWO CENTS’ WORTH OF ELECTRICITY.

5

Down

Balance Divided Over 12 Months

DEMONSTRATIONS

Gladly Arranged in Your Own Home
Anytime! Call Our Nearest Store.

ELECTRICALLY

CENT
CENTRAmMAINE
POWt^OMPANY

FOWL

AIHE
r0MPAHY

Every-Other-Day
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BUCKNAM PASHA'1

THOMASTON

The lowest priced tine tea

It is nearly time to make final re
turns to the Maine Public Health Asi scciatton for the sale of Christmas
eals. Will those who have not made
i returns either in stamps or money
SALADA BROWN LA? .c
15‘l'iLb1 kindly do so now to Mrs Marie
Singer, so that she can close her ac. , . A Revelation in Tea Value
30c ^2 Lb.
' counts for the year.
Mr. and Mis. William Hoffses and
SAL ADA RED LABEL
23cl/4Lb.
the latter's sister Mrs Perkins re| turned to Portland Sunday after
. , . America1! Fineit Tea (45e J/2 Lb.
spending the weekend at their sum
mer heme on Brooklyn Heights.
Cn Feb. 3 an operetta directed by
Mrs. Ruth Brackett, assisted by Miss
Alcada Hall, will be given by the pub) lie school pupils of the lower grades
for the benefit of the Nurse Associa: ticn.
Clyde Butler who has been confined
to the house by illness several weeks,
ness. Many are still suffering from . jS
able to go out.
CUSHING
colds or grippe in one form or anIn
statewj(je contest of the
_ . ,, . „
I Y.P.S.C.F. Bible reading the chapters
Mrs. Alice Payson is very ill. She i other.
Mrs. Nancy Biishne.l is recote, ng (Q
r{,a(j are Ae,s 7 g and g
Is being cared for by her niece Mrs. from a recent attack of ilinciS. She
Byron Thompson of Friendship, with I was attend d by Dr. Keller of ThomOeorge Morse was a metor passenger Monday to Portland where he will
Dr. Hahn of Friendship in attend aston.
visit his son Harry. On the way he
ance.
Kenneth Marshall of East Friend
Mrs. William Hall remains seri ship was guest Sunday of Mr. and will visit his son Roy in Brunswick.
Herbert E. Newbert is finishing an
ously ill and confined to her bed.
Mrs. Homer Marshall.
cutboard motor boat he has been at
F. I. Geyer is recovering from a
Several residents of this place work on in his spare time this winter
severe attack of lumbago.
had the pleasure of watching three
The Thomaston Rifle Club Ihc. had
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Vinal of War moose Saturday roving aiound in
_
.its annual meeting Jan. 7 at the inren were in town Sunday.
the vicinity cf the Grange hall,, B. ; d3&r ga]jery on starr street .A resume
Halsey Flint captured a snake Sat S. Geyer's pasture, and that locality
urday which measured 26 inches in They appeared as if they realized no cf 1932 activities showed that the
length. He was quite lively ar.d ap one had any idea of harming them, club membership is steadily increas
parently not aware that it is January trotting along for awhile in the town ing.. with a 100 percent gain on the
and time that all snake kind should road, then sauntering off into the rtport of firing. Fiftcei men were
qualified on the" U S. Government
be taking their winter's nap.
woods, as unconcerned as if they
Master Howard Orne spent Satur were in the habit of going wherever Range, as follows: Four expert rifle
men. three sharpshooters, and eight
day with Mr. and Mrs. Homer Mar they pleased.
marksmen.
Indications point to
shall.
The past week has been very mild
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You ran buy wards a very successful new year.
for the season of the year. It is copies oi The Courier-Oazette. wiih the Matches have been scheduled for
thought by many that the extreme home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con- rra’cticallv every week of the coming
«t' °r Ross NeW8"sUnd' 381 l,b Con" | indoor and outdoor small bore season.
weather is the cause of so much 111-

■

you can buy

SAIADA' TEA

THE DIME IS KING
this week at all
Nation-Wide Stores

SPECIALS— JANUARY 9-14

♦

BLACKINGTON’S
LOWEST PRICES IN 50 YEARS

Men’s All Wool
Mackinaws—Now $4.98

Florida Correspondent Tells
Further of Stowaway Who
Became Rear Admiral

^Miserable
with Backache?

In Everybody's Column

FOR SALE

■♦
♦

Advertisement* in this column not to
exceed three line* Inserted once for 23 I
•
cents, three times to" »0 cents. Addl- lit — - —
—U
tlonel lines five cents each for one time,
THE E. J. DAVIS place on Summer St.
10 cents for three times. Six words is for sale All modern, heated garage.
make a line.
R U. COLLINS. Real Estate. 373 Main
St . Rockland
________________ 149-tf

M***«.«r* * ♦ * ♦ w
PARLOR HEATER, roll top desk. 9-It
Editor of Tire Courier-Gazette:—
♦----------------------------------- ♦
counter, showcase, sate, counter scale.
Your editorial on “Yonder Lies Ad
Priced
right. Cash or what have you.
♦
R B MAOUNE. 100 Maverick St . Rock
venture" Interested my husband and
land.
2*4
myself because of the reference to
Zipper Blue Jackets
It
It
Ransom D Bucknam The book Itself
SIX WEEKS old .shepherd
pups for
tophi
non i.ost Black end white female
Very Popular
ITT.
- ‘ >
has not been read. Such stories are
45-4
eagle
FR.
4*6
2*4
Thomaston.
at $3.4£
usually highly colored, but. minus the
A MAN'S wrist watch found. CHARLES
NEW PERFECTION, hl-power, lour
natural embellishment of the subject
C. BOWERS. East Waldoboro
2*4 ' burner oil stove and oven, less than one
or author. Capt. Bucknam's life would
old for sale, reasonable; also double
KEYS In container found on Talbot year
be sufficiently picturesque, colorful
hainmerless shot gun. reasonable
Ave. Apply at COURIER-OAZETTE . - Darrel
price
J KAVANAUGH. 5 Winter St.
which lasts until June 1. The coop and daring.
2*4
_______________________________________ place. Rockland
eration of all citizens of the town is
He was not. however, born In Rock
PACKAGE found containing article, of |
_T
. ,. .----- *---------------- —
desired, and in return the club offers port, Maine, nor was he a Yankee.
clothing
Owner may have same by
.ENTIRE household furniture and lurIt May Warn of Kidney or
calllng at THE COURIER-OAZETTE nlshlngs at 30 High St., second floor,
instruction In the art of marksman- * Whenever it was necessary “to be
office.
4*lt I side door..A a m. to 3 p. m . or Tel. 427
Bladder Irregularities
hip and the safety method of hand born'’ he gave Bucksport as his na
HILL DANE
4-6
ling firearms.
tive place. This was merely a con
A persistent backache, with
It*.*******..***** FOR IMMEDIATE SALE, to settle esArcana Lodge, K P. lias been invit venient fallacy. To his Intimates—as
bladder irregularities and
♦
___
_______
» [ tate. William J Frye, land and build4 i Ing, and additional lot on Sweetland
ed to attend the revival services at the to my husband—he would acknowl
a tired, nervous, depressed
’ I street. Rockland. Tel 468. write or see
Enptist Church at 7.30 p. m. Thurs edge his Nova Scotia birth, which was
feeling may warn of some dis
♦_
- ----------- - —2 ’ CHARLES RICH. 95 Rankin St_______ 3*5
day evening. These services are be .verified bv a certain Capt. Dunker
ordered kidney or bladder con
— - — —
— — — —
CABINET HEATER for sale Tel. Caming conducted by Homer W Grimes, ton of Boston, now deceased, who
dition. Users everywhere rely
WIDOW woman would like position as I den 2130 or write BOX 207 Rockport,
hailed from the same place and knew
working
housekeeper
lor
small
family
4*(
well known evangelist.
on Doan’s Pills. Praised for
or middle-aged man
MRS MARY E —-—n----- S 7--------- =:------ 777*
more than 50 years by grateful
Mrs. Fred J. Overlock arrived the Ir-mlly.
GARDNER. Box 34. Tenant s Harbor
FO*J SALE—More For Less These lltHis father was a ship carpenter and
157*2 1
advertisements don t cost us much.
home Friday evening after having
users the country over. Sold by
-------------------------------------------------- ,-----I but they say lots to you poultrymen.
pent the week in Boston as guest of died when Captain Bucknam was very
SEVEN or eight tons good hay wanted j dairymen and farmers
More Eggs —
all druggists.
C. F. TAYLOR. Tenant's Harbor. Me
More Milk from Dally Fresh Mixed
her brother Capt. Ross Wilson of young. His mother married again.
4*6 Feeds. Lower prices on the cooperative
Home
was
uncomfortable
so.
as
a
the 8. S. Kentuckian, and of her sis
WANTED—Bags and sacks suitable lor plan. Something new. something bet
ter Miss Edith Wilson in Malden. stowaway in the ship Silesia, he land
bagging bulk corn. oats, wheat, etc. ter More For Less. STOVER'S CASH
Miss Hortense Wilson who accom ed in Australia From there he went
Must be clean and tree from holes, sub ORAIN STORES DISTRIBUTORS lor
ject to our count and Inspection. Cot STOVER FEED MFO CO., on track at
panied her is remaining for a visit in another ship to Manila. P. I., and
ton or burlap sacks that will hold 100 86 Park SL. Rockland Tel 1200 (or dewith her sister in Malden. Capt. then to Portland. Oregon. He beat
pounds. Will pay 2 cents each In ex llverlcs anywhere wanted___________ 2-4
Wilson sailed again Saturday for Pa his way over land from Portland to
change for grain, flour or feeds
CAMP for sale at North Cushing good
Duluth. Minn
STOVER S CASH ORAIN STORES. DIS condition, price right for quick sale. L.
cific ports.
TRIBUTORS
lor
STOVER
FEED
MFO
WEAVER
Warren. Me . Route 1.
2-4
A Captain Eliot was about to sail
Mrs. William Vinal entertained the
CO , on track at 86 Park St.. Rockland
FORD MOTOR, model T. In fine con157-2,
Moonlight Auctioneers at her home from Duluth to Detroit and. at the
. dltlon; also other Ford parts for sale.
at the West End Friday evening at insistence of his wife, took the boy
PO6ITION wanted as maid, to do , ALFRED RAWLEY. Long Cove. Me. Tel.
home
with
them
where
he
spent
sev

housework
or
care
of
children.
Good
| 1013-J Rockland.
156*tf
cards. The high scorers were Mrs
references. DORIS AMES. Swan's Island. 1
NEW Milch cow. part Jersey and part
Eq-l Sukeforth. Mrs Gladys Olff eral years, going to school during the
Me
3*5
WARREN
Durham, for sale Just freshened, five
and Mrs Phyllis Clark of Rockland winters and sailing the lakes and
------Other guests were Mrs. Carrie working in the shipyards during the
chance to go to school for what help BACH. Route 3. Waldoboro,
2*4
Supt. Irvin Spear awarded the she can give In good home Write MRS
Douglass. Miss Esther Alberg also of summers. Here he came in contact
LUMP soft coal. 87.50; smokeless
2*4
with
Capt.
McDougal
the
well
known
bronze
pins
Sunday
to
the
members
M.
L.
B.,
care
Courier-Oazette
Rockland and Mrs. Gladys Buzzell o!
screened lump soft coal. 89.50: soft wood.
POSITION wanted to care (or Invalid 85 cord: hard coal. <13.50. J. B PAUL
shipbuilder on the Lakes.
of the Baptist Bible school having
Thomaston.
doing housework. Write R. S W. SEN, Thomaston Tel 84-2
151*156-tf
When Capt. McDougal sent the fleet perfect attendance the past three or
3*5
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney E. Feyler are of whale backs to the coast Capt. months, the Cross anu Crown At- Owl's Head
AT ANGLERS Farm, Union, two good
WANTED^ More For Less Meaning cows, one Jersey and Holstein, young
in Boston on busint
Bucknam came to Boston overland to tendance Contest having begun you want more eggs, more milk for less
one Jersey, older, suitable for beef.
Mrs. Fred Howard and Mrs Al- be marine superintendent. After- early in October. The 42 receiving money You can get them here. We cow;
ED WHITTEN Union R F D
2-4
pheus Jones have returned from a wards he became master of the whale- the pins were Joyce Butler. Richard guarantee higher yields from your poul RUO and Knitting Yarns (or sale by
try
and
dairy
herds
when
you
feed
our
visit in Massachusetts.
back steamer, Joseph L. Colby. It Butler. Priscilla Hastings. Beverly DAILY FRESH MIXED BESTOFALL manufacturer. Samples free. II A.
156-10
Mrs. Edward Elliot and children was on State street that he became Cogan. Harold Pease, Dorothy Sim Poultry and Dairy rations. Specials BARTLETT. Harmony. Me
week. Follow the crowd who pay I FOR SALE—Values. Specials for one
who have been visiting several weeks my husband's friend and mine. He neons, Mrs. Carrie Butler. Mrs. Lal- every
cash and get more lor their money week from this date Domino fine granwith her parents in Brighton. Mass., was sent to Everett, Wash., to bring lian Simmons, Jeanette Overlock, More For Less STOVER'S CASH ORAIN ] ulated sugar. 84.43 per 100 lbs . 25 lbs.
out the whaleback steamer City ot Carl Perry, Mrs. Howard Welch STORES. DISTRIBUTORS lor STOVER 81 13. 10 lbs 45c Fancy Occident bread
returned home Monday.
FEED MFO CO on track at 86 Park St..
74c. Pillsbury's Best 68c Stover's
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Eaton returned Everett, and here his association with Frances Moore, Pauline Young, Rockland Tel. 1200 lor deliveries any ii flour
Pride Fancy All Round S3c Kid Glove
2-4 49c. Best Pastry Flour 43c. Fancy Dry
to Bo. ton Tuesday, having come here Capt. McDou-al ended He became Katheryn Peabody. Olive Teague, where wanted.
Corn of the Highest Quality for 79c per
with the remains of hLs mother Mrs. Karine ,-uperintendent at Cristobal Mrs. Fred Wyllie. Virginia Wyllie.
bag
The lowest price for 300 years.
for the Pacific Mail Line, and later Mrs Almon Hills. Mrs. Fred Wyllie,
Etta K. Eaton.
Save the difference. Cooperative spemaster
of
the
steamer
City
of
Peking.
Mr.
Welch,
Phyllis
Perry,
Howi
cl,ls
ev,r
y week. Cash and carry or
Arthur Ireland was taken to Ban
between San Francisco and the i ard Welch, Jr.. Victor Hills, Irvin ♦ EPPS ANIYPUIPYC | I deliveries In Rockland or within 100
gor Monday afternoon and placed in plying
miles
COD
Phone 1200
Your
East—China and Japan.
Spear, Alfred Wyllie. Roger Teague, I1 EAlVIlJ AllU vrllvlku .. money
spends further here. Lowest cash
an asylum. He returned home SatHis
next
move
was
to
Cramp's
shipMrs.
Bertha
Spear,
Miss
niuiK.
and
carry,
grain,
flour,
feeds
and
sugar
j urday after several days absence
prices in New England Carload lots dlwith his
his wheroahnutx
whereabouts unknown
unknown tn
to his
his »»ru in Philadelphia, where he served Starrett Louie Cogan Mrs^ Eva
i with
| rect to you. STOVER'S CASH ORAIN
w.tn Ills anereaoouLs unknown lonis
m trine -unerintendent and trial Cogan, Norman Cogan. Edith French,
parents. A fall several years agfi has ab marine .uperintenaent ana trial
»
RnhPr, Martin Paul
, STORES DISTRIBUTORS lor 8TOVER
sauced nerinda nf mental urhalaree master.
When that Company built
MJ. tin. KODert Martin, raui
I FEED MFO CO., on track at 86 Park St..
caused periods of mental unbalance.,
Capt %Jcknam Oxton. Elizabeth Oxten. Mrs. Mans| Rockland.____________________
2.4
Fales Circle. Ladies of the O.A.R.,
dehvered
her.
Phonetic
spelling
ot
Robinson,
Mr..
Grace
Wyllie,
DRY
FITTED
hard
wood,
under
cover
will install new officers Wednesday
810. Junks 810. W L OXTON. West
| evening in Rockland. Mrs. Lena the cruiser's name, as remembered Robert Wyllie. Elizabeth Kenniston.
Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden
1-tf
would
be
"Medl-Jeda."
The
WTiter
is
Jeanette
Perry.
Howard
Martin.
A
Merry and Mrs. Susie Newbert of
NEW AND SECOND HAND Cabinet
inclined
to
think
the
correct
Turkish
silver
pin
is
the
award
for
perfect
Heaters for coal, oil or wood. Pipe and
Thomaston are among the officers to
spelling might be "Medjidge" but has attendance for six months.
plpeleu furnaces at reduced prices. A.
be installed.
Thess officers were elected Fri
T NORWOOD. Warren Tel 22
1-tf
no
way
of
verifying
Capt.
Bucknam
In deference to the revival services
1 ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at *11 timet.
off Cinstantinople July 4 and day evening at Ivy Chapter, O.E.S.:
LIVE POULTRY wanted
being held at the Baptist Church, arrived
Prompt
service.
CRXI
HARDWARE
CO
proceeded to dress shijx and Are a Mrs. Gertrude Starrett, worthy call any time. Highest pr
;_____
i-tf
the following appointments an salute
matron; Elbert Starrett, worthy PAPER CITY POULTRY CO . 741
of
21
guns.
For
this
daring
he
DRY fitted wood and Junks. under
nounced for the week have been can
patron; Mrs Rosina Buber, associate St Westbrook, Me____________________ cover.
810: long. 88 t1 jy CARROLL
ILL.
celled—the Beta Alpha Club, the was summoned nefore the Pasha.
BABY CH1X. Wyllie s Strain 8 C Reds j Tel 263-21
matron; Harvey Buber, associate
or 739-M
M Rockland
1-tf
He
was
quite
as
capable
of
order

State
accredited
for
white
diarrhoea
Mission Circle, the Ladies Circle, the
patron; Mrs. Laura Starrett, secre Bred lor egg«. type and color; 816 per
ing
a
Pasha
to
the
warm
region
as
food sale at R. W. Walsh's store on
tary; Miss Tena MacCallum. treas hundred (or March Discount on 500
Friday, and the W.C.T.U. meeting
?'as
? 5ramp from.th* urer; Mrs. Esther Starrett, con or more. F H WYLLIE 6t SON. Thom
Friday afternoon. All mission serv- &r dge' ^ut
had his oan wa> °- ductress; Mrs. Con.stance MacPhail. aston. Me.. Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6 8
ices were omitted Monday. This domg it and that way never seemed to a -oc:ate conductress; Mrs. Gertrude ____________________________________ 1-tf ♦
ground sea sheila are beat *
week's services are given due notice, cau ? offeti£e- las'-ln« offen£e at least Stirrett. Mrs. Grace Wyllie and El forNATURAL
poultry Bv bag or ton Write AL
in another column. The Thursday Hfc became naval advisor, aid-de- bert Starret;, finance committee. FRED RAWLEY. Long Cove Me 143*145
LADIES—Reliable hair goods ai Rock
morning meeting in the home of camp. and admiral. Changes in The date for the semi public instal
land Hair Store. 24 Elnx St. Mall orders
Arthur Kalloch was attended by the government ended that career He lation Is Feb. 3.
It *************** aollclted. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
1-tf
oldest man In town. Josiah Clark, came to New York to Interest capital
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
WATCH and Clock Repairing. Orandwho has been a Christian for 56 in oil lands, concessions to which had Jesse Mills were Mr. anti Mrs. John
father and antiques. Call and deliver.
been secured from the Turkish gov Mills of Rockland
years.
A MACOMBER, 23 Amesbury St.
• • • ■
ernment. He died shortly after his
a IS.
Supper will be served Thursday it*-*******
Rockland. Me
156-10tf
return
to
Turkey.
SE\’EN-ROOM tenement In Rockport. I WHEN you are planning to sell your
at the Congre.ational Church by the
Mrs. Etta K. Eaton
He married Miss Rose Thayer of committee. Mrs. Evelyn Robinson, See R B MAOUNE. 100 Maverick St J chickens
and fowl, call PETER ED
Funeral services for Mrs. Etta K San Franc.sco.
Rockland or Summer 8t. Rockport after
1-tf
Mrs. Fannie Wyllie. Mrs. Laura Star c n m_______________________________________ 2*4 j WARDS Tel 808-J. Rockland
Eaton. 73. were held Sundav at the
The adoption of Bucksport as his rett. Mrs. Laura Brackett and Miss
YOU FOLKS WHO BURN OIL try
FURNISHED
three
room
apartment
to
|
home of her sister Miss Addle Ler- b.rthplacc—the United States was
8hell. It gives good heat, burns cleaner
let rear 11 Masonic St near postofhee than other oils. You’ll welcome the re
mond at Oyster River. Mrs. Eaton better for his purpose than Nova Sco Alice Walter.
MRS E K MILLS_________________ 3-tf sults. OEOROE H
THOMAS FUEL
Jeruel
M.
Hart,
one
of
Warren's
had been living with her son Fred tia—came about through friendship
STORE to let. middle section of Stud- 1 COMPANY. Camden The only distribu
Eaton in Ecsion. where she d.ed. with Louis La Verge, a young French o’de-st citizens, recently had occasion ley Block. Main St . 18 ft. front, two tors of Shell Fuel Oils
ltf
Rev Hubert F. Leach of the Congre boy. whom he met first in Manila and to visit the old Burkettvllle school- entrances, first class condition, inlaid
house.
In
the
Burkettvllle
district
of
linoleums,
beam
celling.
$25
month
V
gational Church officiated, and in later on the Lakes. La Verge also
F STUDLEY 283 Main St. Tel 1080
K
terment was in the Thomaston camo to Eoston with the whaleback App!e:on. which had been moved to _____________________________ |
I
cemetery. Mrs Eaton was a daugh fleet. He. too. was what in seafaring a position abcut three-quarters of a
FOUR
room
unfurnished
apartment
♦
ter of Fiastus and Emeline 'Wood language was called “wharf rat," but mile from th? place where It once to let. range, connected with boiler. 85
cock) Lermond. She was married was befriended and practically adopt stood. He feund the building well week without garage and $5 50 with )8<-*<**«*>**«**«*««*«**«-<e*«K>*«*»^<. .4
•garage V F STUDLEY 283 Main St
Ftb. 26. 1881 to Lucien Eaton, who ed by a well known sea captain and preserved, and explamtd to the cor Tel.
1080 __________________________ 3-tf
A 35-ACRE (arm lor sale. Fifteen
respondent
the
way
the
old
fashd.ed several years ago. Near rela wife in Stockton Springs Through
STORE and equipment to let West- acres tillage, balance wood and pasture:
tives surviving are a son. Fred Eaton this long, close friendship Capt. , loned laths, which went Into its con- end Market. Thomaston. 815 month, eight room house, barn, wood shed, nice
|
:truc
’
lon
were
made,
which
was
very
grocery store location for 50 years V orchard borders river and can be had
of Boston and a slater Miss Addle Buekr.am heard much about that lofor 8800 and believe me It's some buy
interesting. Mr. Hart attended this F STUDLEY 283 Main St Tel 1080
Lermond of Thcmaston.
3-tf FREEMAN 8 YOUNG. 163 Ma'n St.
eality. He was also acquainted with jschbal in I860 when he was but nine
Rockland. Tel. 766-J
3.5
SMALL TENEMENT to let at 640 Main W-1*
Wiscasset
years .old, and continued to go there
'
SPECIAL SERVICES
151-tI
Elvira Wood Haley.
until he was 17, and to the best of his St ERNEST C. DAVIS
VINALIIAVEN h ROCKLAND
FREE First month's rent at 17 War- 1
'Mrs. Asa Haley) knowledge only two besides himself
Continue In Thomaston, Ltd By
ren St.. to reliable parties, also prices 1
STEAMBOAT CO.
Interlachen. Fla Dec. 31.
arc left of the children who were reduced: four to nine rooms. Oarage
*VINTER ARRANGEMENT
Etangtlist llomcr Grimes
in school there that year. Elden Apply 11 JAMES ST_______________ 151-tl
Rteamer leaves Swan s Island at 5 3C
Smith of Taunton. Mass., and Mrs
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. modern A. M . Stonington 625. North Haven 7 25..
APPLETON
Evangelist Homer W Grimes began
Eldora 'Mitchell) Gilman of Oar- Improvements. DR P. O BARTLETT. 41 Vlnalhaven g 15. due to arrive at RockLlmerock St. Tel 982
1-tf land about 9 30
Callers on Mrs Phene Ripley Sun diner.
the second week of his preaching
—.------- FT—STT------- m—r
Return—Leaves Rockland at 130 P M..
day
wen
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Benjamin
I
MRS*!!
1
}?
E
SMI*™
‘
Mtailn
Rt"'
T»?
M4 Vln‘lll>v'n 2 «• North Haven 3 30, StonThe
social
welfare
committee
of
mircion in the Baptist Church. Thom
MRS B B SMITH. Mflcoln St. Tel 264 mgton at 4 40 due to arrive at Swan’s
Jones
and
children
Lucille
and
Prei
the
Warren
Eaptlst
Church
met
aston, with two services Sunday In
Island about 6 00 P M.
Trent and Mr. and Mrs Ralph Say- , Thursday at the Montgomery looms, ____________________________________
B H STINSON.
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
the morning he spoke on “The Spirit ward.
with Mr.-. Louie Drewetl as hostess moms Apply at CAMDEN & ROCK130-tf
ual Triangle,' and told his hearers
Mrs Helen Gushee spent Thursday Three children s :!:p . three pairs of LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634________ 1-tf,'
I HAVE furnished rents and Ufiftir- (
children's bicomers, and three boys'
that "the church is made up of all evening with Mrs. Blanche Brown
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
lire High School play is scheduled blouses were made. This association nished rents at all prices; also good bar
kinds of people. The streng;h or
es Ins In real estate. ROBERT U. COL
for next Friday night. Everybody is has been plea-cd to receive danations LINS 375 Main St Tel 77.
1-tf
& SON, inc.
weakness cl the most cbscure m?mb:r lrvited. to attend and help out the of clothing from interested persons
TWO OOOD five room houses to let on 1
determines the strength or weakness beys and girls and enjoy a pleasant Any one wishing to give anything Grove St One five room house on Elm >
Cemetery Memorials
All modern ERNEST C. DAVIS, at :
please communicate with Mrs. Grace St
EAST UNION, MAINE
cf the whc’.e body. Everybody Is im evening*.
Fiiller-Cohb-Davls.
1-tf
C. J. Ames has a new automobile.
Wyllie.
4-tf
portant in Divine service. Underlying
Liberty High Schocl played basket
Mrs. Shirley Bcwley was Installed
all our activity should be the con ball with Appleton I'igh Priday night, at Rcckland Wednesday evening as
EAST UNION
sciousness that we arc dependent tcore 21-6 in favor of Apple ton.
chaplain of the Canton Auxiliary.
upon God No one of us, by virtue of
There officers of Ocorges Valley
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Whitten ot
Mrs. Lottie Wellman and daughter ]
his human ability, can render spirit Geargt. P cf H , were ably Installed Belfast were callers Sunday on
Helen of Hope entertained Wednes-1
ual service. It is not the work tha’ by Jamc- Dornan of East Union G:org? Newcomb.
diy as dinner guests Mrs. Jennie j
wo do for God that counts, but the ?• irted by his son: Master. M. M
Suncay alternoon callers at the Payson, Mrs. May Robbins. Mrs.
work we allow him to do through us.” Blown; over •'"r. Z. C. Ourncy; s:c- home ot Mr. ar.d Mrs. Frank Rowe
An audience which nearly filled the tetary, Mrs Fdlth Gurney; treasurer. were Mrs. Mary Waldo and daugh Elizabeth Wentworth, Mrs. Mary ’
large auditorium heard his evening E L. Mitchell; chaplain. Mrs. Orace ter Miss Janet Waldo of Thomaston Payson. Mrs. Lucretia Gordon and'
sermon cn "Th? World’s Wisest Man," Brown: lecturer. Mrs Nellie Johnson; and Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas Mrs. Millie Jones.
About 17 members from Pioneer j Since 1840 this firm has fxlthfn'i*
in which he appealed to Christians steward. Will Brown; asshtant stew and daughter of Union.
Grange enjoyed a pleasant meeting served the lamllles of Knox County
to accrpt personal responsibility for ard. Hayden Fuller; lady assistant.
F.iday night with White Oak 1
LADY AI rENDANT
the salvation of the souls cf ethers Mrs Edith Fuller; Flora, Mrs. Carrie
Ir- ars in Contra?. Bridge groups Qrangei warren, the occasion being
Day Telephone 480—781-1
It was unusual to see the meeting Sherman; Ceres. Mrs. Cassie Paul; c: individuals, offered by Mrs. Alan
installation of its officers. Depu-1
place filled Saturday night when th? 6atekocpir. George Fish. A pregram L. Bird, Associate Member Culbert- ty J. L. Dornan of Pioneer officiated
BURPEE’S
evangelist spoke on "Jonah and the ! was given, followed by the unveiling -on's National Studios. Phone 228 as
installing officer.
ROCKLAND,
MK.
Whale."
3-5
cf a beautiful swinging P of H. sign Rockland.
The January meeting of the Com
Services announced tor this week the wo; k given by the retiring master
munity Club was held with Mrs.
Include, tonight, "The Tru? C lurch— Charles Shaller
Amelia Dornan last Thursday and
SOU I H WARREN
Who Belongs To It?” Wednesday. ! ’
'________
these officers elected: President,
Miss.Helen
Fales
of
’
"ist
Friend“Anciert Prophecies and Their Mod- ] A wilt:r declares that few poets
Amelia Dornan; vice president, I
Gilchreat
■hip
was
a
weekend
.Mt
of
her
ern Fulfillment,-' Illustrated with lock like por,s nowadays. And no
Mary Payson; secretary, May Robaunt
Mrs
Olive
Fales
Monumental
Works
stereoptlcon slides of pictures recently very many write like them cither.—
Ir allatlon of the off re of Oood bins; treasurer, Maud Payson. The j
taken In Bible lands; Thursday. Punch.
Main Street
next
meeting
will
be
Jan.
18
with
Will Orange will take '.*ce Thurs Jennie Payson. Picnic dinner.
Thomaeton, Maine
"Balancing The World On a Word;"
day evening. A G o’cloc v. per will
Friday "Caught—Dead Or Alive;"
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
The young people are enjoying the
be
served.
Saturday. “When Joshua Made the
Telephone Connection
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland and fine skating on the ponds.
Sun Stand Still." There will be three
mother
visited
Mrs.
Cleveland
Burns
services next Sunday with a commun
SOMERVILLE
Sunday In Friendship.
ity service at 3 o'clock when MiMr. and Mrs. Harry Levensaler of
Grimes speaks on "Thg Christ of His
Velma, one of the twin daughters
] the Meadows were calling on rela
tory."
cf Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Brown, who
Special music will be featured at Tbcrp’s hardly a town or farm hereabouts tives In this place Sunday.
Mrs. O. E. Counce who has been underwent surgical treatment for her
everyone -especially the old-timert I
each of these services, and delega -where
Parcel Delivery
don’t swear by Johnson's Anodyne Lini | ill with a severe cold Is now quite head last week at the Sisters Hospital
tions of lodges and churches will at ment
for quickly clearing up a sprain.
jrecovered.
in
Waterville,
Is
reported
to
be
doing
tend. Prayer meetings are held each
These fulk» will tell you that the first
Mrs. Annie Davis of Warren was as well as could be anticipated. Her
to do is to give the injured limb
Family Washings
morning at 10 o'clock under the di thing
plenty of rest. Keep it well bandaged, and
rection of the pastor, Rev. H. S. Kil- F»*e that the bundages are always saturated guest last Thursday cf Mrs. Rosa mother is with her.
Called For and Delivered
Cutting
and
attended
Grange
in
the
j
Mrs.
H
L.
McDaniel
visited
Sunday
with Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment. Occa
born.
sionally bhthe the injury with hot watMT evening.
Mrs. Fred Libby of Augusta who relietween change of bandages. You’ll noon
Mrs. R. E. Cutting, Mrs. Mina cently suffered a serious ill turn.
Leerons In Contract 3ndge, groups be out and about—as good as new.
Rines.
Mrs.
Martha
Kelloch
and
-----------------A generous bottle of Johnson's Anodyne
or individuals, offered by Mrs. Alan
costs only 85/ and helps keep you
Augustus White attended the instalThe man who offered to tell what
L Bird. Associate Member Culbert Liniment
well in a dozen ways. ♦><)<• buys throe
Tel. 106-R
son's National Studios. Phone 228. times as much at any drug or grocary latlon at White Oak Grange Friday he knew about gang crimes Is sureventng.
vlved by a wife and three children.
•tore.
Rockland.
3*5

$111.00 Value

LOST AND FOUND J

WANTED

■

MISCELLANEOUS

Three Crow

IVORY
SOAP

1O‘

Bars

Cream •> Tartar % u. 10*
Sausages
2 c.„. io*
Cocoanut
IO*
ew IO*
Wheaties
Peaches SUCED
IO*
10*
Horse Radish
T- o

Bot

CAMAY
SOAP

IO*

The Soap of Beautiful Women

2

b...

NATION-WIDE

IO'
1OC

SUNNY MONDAY

SOAP 3 Bar,

Extra
Quality

IO*
10*
Calo
Food
Pkf 10*
WHEAT Pops
Marshmallows1” £ 10*
Pop Corn BUSTER
10*
Peanuts „SX..
10*

TOMATOES

I0‘

ONE POUND
PK 4.

CREAM

COCOA
% Pound Can

CornStarch

1OC

Epsom Salts
H Lb
Carton

A FLAKY CRACKER
. . . . SPRAYED WITH
BUTTER and Sprinkled
i with Salt and Paprika.

10

Can

Can

HERSHEY’S

DELICIOUS!

No 2

Can

YELLOW LAUNDRY

SOAP 3 Bar,

HoKeckcr’a

pkg

IO*

GEN. KNOX

TEA

Formosa Oolong
Cood Quality

Pancake Flour

GLOVES

Au"‘

Jemima’s

BLUE WRIST
CANVAS

TOILET PAPER

NATION-WIDE
TISSUE
1OOO Count

RVICE GR
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

Lb

pkK

10’
AW

TO LET

REAL ESTATE

//\///izw/nzrz

> EMBALMING 4
MCWR ANBUIANG

Fixed His Sprain
In Record Time

Light Trucking

Walter Dorgan

Every-OtKer-Day

WE GIVE
GOLD BOND
STAMPS or
8. A II. GREEN
lSTAMPS

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 10, 1933

s 1 MO NT ON’ s

In addition to personal notes regard.ng departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social nappenlngs. parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ..................... ...........110 or 794

DEPARTMENT 8TORE
410-412 Main 8tr««t
ROCKLAND. MAINE

SIMONTON’S

JANUARY SALE
Continuing This Week With Unusual and Many Outstanding Values Through
out the Store

Boys’ 1.00 All Wool Hose, pair

69c

BLANKETS
A complete line; all grades at tremendous low prices;
all perfect merchandise

39c each and up
r,emararanrefaHrajzraramamzjrF.

Visit the
RUMMAGE COUNTER
Sweaters, 1.00 to 1.98 value
Nurses’ 1.00 Uniforms,
Aprons,
And Many Other Items

J. SIMONTON

CO.gJHJzrBJZJzrzizEJzrzrzrzniJEJZRrL''

Grace Maloney, Ethel Knight, Ada
TIIE RUBINSTEIN CU B
March, Elizabeth Messer. Emily Hall,
Helen Hall, Pauline Homes, Annie Give;; Misci llanctnix Program, With
Admits 54 New Members— Geddis, Leona Flint, Virginia Flint, Franz Josef Haydn As Topic For
Miller and Addie Haskell.
Jan. 20
One Hundred Women To Agnes
Asserting that statistics show that
a
passenger
on
a
railroad
train
is
Be Interviewed
The Rubinstein Club met Fridaj’
"safer than in his own home," Wil
afternoon, with Mrs. Maryon Ben
liam
A.
Wheeler,
special
representa

It was bargain day at the meeting
of the Maine Central Railroad, ner as chairman. This miscellaneous
of the Woman's Educational Club tive
addressed the Club on the subject. I program was presented:
at the Copper Kettle Friday after "The Rail Way the Safe Way." The
Plano—Impromptu ................... Schuoert
noon and evening. Triple talent ar talk wa. illustrated by motion pic
Miss Edna Gregory
Contralto
—Sweet One. How Mv Heart Is
tures,
depicting
the
care
used
by
rallrived in the advent of J. H. Mont
Yearning
Victor Herbert
j
read
managements
to
insure
the
There Is No Death
Oetflrey O'Hara
gomery, president of the Knox
safety of patrons.
Mrs Hazel Atwood
County Bar Association; Everett
"In 1930. the lrst year for which j Soprano Kiss MeAgain,from Mile
Modiste"
................................... Herbert
Grieve, composer and accompanist; full statistics are available," said the
Mrs. Lorna Pendleton
Bohm
and John Taylor, song leader of speaker, "Just four passengers on rail Soprano—Calm As TheNight
Snowflakes ............................ Cowen
Camden Y.M.C.A. Mr. Montgomery, road trains lost their lives in train
Mrs. Mildred Havener
accidents. This is a striking com
from "Sliver Pennies:"
composer of the songs "The Maine mentary on the precautions used by Readings
The Home With Nobody In It ..............
Spirit,” "Camden by the Sea" and railroad managements to protect th?
Joyce Kilmer
The Child Next Door
Rose Fyieman
others, gave "Creating,” “Lullaby,” travelling public."
Portrait of a Neighbor .............................
etc Mr. Grieve who set "Camden by
Edna St. Vincent Millay
The speaker said that in the same
the Sea" to music, and accompanied year. 35.000 people were killed and
Song of Life .................... Llzette Reese
Mrs Ruth Elllngwood
at the piano, is an artist in his own 1.500.000 Injured In highway acci (substituting
for Mrs Helen Wentworth I
right. He has been honored with dents. “Which way," he asked, “is Soprano—Dream
of Paradise ..................
recognition by Del Castillo, for two the safe way?"
Hamilton Grey
Mrs Ruth Hoch
of his numbers to be given in "The
• • • •
Plano—Caprlcclo ........................ Scarlatti
Composer's Workshop."
Miss Ruth Dondls
Declaring that "there must be a
Mr. Taylor, song leader of Cam reason" for the sta: tling difference in Contralto—Don't You Mind the Sorrows
Cowles
den’s YMCA brought his voice with the records of the two methods of
My Laddie
Thayer
him and to the delight of his audi travel, the speaker said, "for years,
Mrs Lydia Stcrer
Soprano—These Are They from "The
ence, was not miserly with It. One
Holy city" ........................................ Gaul
club member who owns to being 93 the dominant thought in the minds
A Bowl of Rose Conlngshy-Clarke
of
railroad
executives
has
been
the
sold she could listen to him all.the
Mighty Lak a Rose
Nevln
safety
of
the
public
and
of
their
em

Mrs Mae Cushing I guest)
evening.
ployes. Millions of dollars have been Plano—Balladen ...............................Brahms
• • • •
Mrs. Frances McLoon
Mrs. Irene Moran gave a well spent for this purpose. The air
assembled paper on “Maine's Poets." brake, invented by George Westing- | The accompanists were Mrs. Faith
To the regret of many she failed to hcuse; the automatic block signal; Berry, Mrs. Nettie B. Averill and
the automatic coupler, and numerous Miss Gregory. Mrs. Lydia Storer
give any of her own poetry or verse.
City Mananger Percy Keller of other devices, have been adopted at presided in the absence of Mis.
Camden enlightened t’• members great expense, solely to promote Wentworth. Decorations consisted
with a talk on “City Manager Plan.” s- cty. Every railroad in the country of paisley shawl draping- over the
To name the 30 Presidents of the i has its trains equipped with the air piano, a large basket of red berries,
United States in their order from brake: and every new Improvement or green boughs and milk weed, and
memory is a test advanced by the refinement In the equipment is candles.
The next program will be Friday
president of the club. Mrs. Mary quickly adopted. Not only this, but
Perry Rich. It’s a large order but every road maintains a staff of ex afternoon. Jan. 20. when Miss Alice
perts to instruct and examine the Erskine will present a program based
"Mary" can do it.
f’Watih your step." also ycur employees in the ues of the br;f.;e. on Franz Josef Haydn—Mozart His
speech, club members are advised, and to see that it is kept at the high Friend and Beethoven His Teacher.
’ These members are scheduled to
as the critics to report at the next est possible degree of efficiency.’
The speaker asserted that perhaps participate: Vocal. Miss Adelaiue
meeting are Mrs. Crockett, Miss
I the principal reason for the greater Cross, Mrs. Esther Howard. Mrs. LoFuller. Mrs. Flint and Mrs. Burns.
The secretary has been requested i .‘.afety record of the railroads is lje ' rita Bicknell, Mrs. Agnes Witham
to interview 100 women for prospec- ihigh quality of the employes, and and Mrs. Gladys Morgan; piano duo,
Uve club members. Dues per year ; their careful training and honest in Mrs. Averill and Miss Alice Fuller;
are 25 cents for which the mem tegrity. “It takes years to make an piano solos. Mrs. Ethel Hayden. Mrs.
bers receive ten lecture courses, ten engine man or a train dispatcher," he Berry; violin. Miss Esther Morse of
evenings; and ten afternoons cf study •’hid. "Their mental and physical 4 Camden.
and observation. No one is com qualifications must be beyond ques
pelled to take any part against her tion, and periodical examinations
a-sure this Their knowledge of mul
wUl.
LOOK! READ!
The cbject of the club should not titudinous rules and regulations entail
need any explanation — its name year- of study. Not until thev can
proclaims it, “Education." All who qualify are they entrusted with the
read this arc invited to Join the transportation of your sacred person.'*
• • • •
Woman’s Educational Club of Rock
Huge Mark Down Sale
land. "from Maine to CalL'ornia."
Comparing these requirements with
Telephone your desire and name— the ease with which an applicant can
MEN’S BLUE DOUBLE
write and enclose your dues of 25 secure a license to operate a motor
cents per club year from May to vehicle, the speaker said. “the only
BREASTED
May.
requirement is the ability to sign an
• • • »
application and to produce the re
WINTER OVERCOATS
The followmg became members of quired fee; and then he is turned
the club at Friday night s meeting:
Icose on the highway, to gain there
Only $9.98
Theresa Walker. Addie Simmons, perhaps at yeur expense, the experi
Nellie McKay, Nellie Webster, Mar- ence he lacks."
Jie Chillis, Lue Emery. Annie Sim
that a sleepy motorist is
mons. Lena Rokes, Nellie Saunders, as Asserting
of a menace to public safety
Ava Simpson. Elsie Salemen. Eva E. as much
WED.-THURS.
a Chicago gangster, the speaker
Morgan. Be’Sle Luce. Harriet Bur
ress. Mrs. Dana Sherer. Mrs. Par compared the strict regulations of the
sons, Katherine Veazie, Annie Del- railroad as to the hours Its employes
niomco. Mrs. Clyde Smith, Jennie are permitted to work, with the un
Haskell, Margaret Paladino, Eunice restricted hours of motorists. “The
Window. Arathusa Packard, Bertha only limitation of the hours of a truck
Robbins. Rena Carroll. Margaret driver,” he asserted, "is the limitation
Gregory. Phyllis Clark. Effie Clark, of human endurance.” and he de
Ethel Sukeforth, Maude Walker,’ clared that "if we are to permit these
Marjie Thorndike. Gladys Kitch- great vehicles to operate on our high
ing. Mrs. A. L. Vose, Edith Fuller ways, at least they should be so regu
Maude E. Lceman. Jennie Wilson. lated as to insure the public safety.’
The efforts of the railroad to pro
Mabel Richardson, Agnes Simpson,
Margaret Benner, Mrs. S. S. Wald tect the traveler on the hlghwav, "our
ron, Grace Lervie, Grace Johnston chief competitors,” were described by
the speaker. The Maine Central, he
said, spends $175,000 annually for
protection of its crossings, "protec
WED.-THURS.
tion, not for its trains, but for the
motorist." Yet. he declared, in spite
of all such precautions, “motorists
break through lowered gates, run into
d ti&a'
the side of moving trains, disregard
flashing red lights and the warnings
of crossing tenders, sometimes to
their great and lasting sorrow."
Clara
• • • •
The speaker urged as a remedy for
BOW
the appallinj hazards of th? highway
disciplinary measures similar to those
employed on railroads. "An engine(nan who uses intoxicants," he said,
“speedily becomes an ex-railroad
man. An intoxicated motorist is
much more of a menace to public
More svelte .. . more
safety, but he usually escapes with a
mall fine, or perhaps only probation
slender...more allur
An cnglneman who ’runs' a railroad
fignal finds himself looking for a
ing than ever as
icb; motorists ‘run’ traffic slgna's
daily, and with impunity."
"Dynamite" Springer.
The speaker declared that a railIN
foad accident due to faulty equipment
Is rare, because of the thorough ard
frequent In-peetlon given. He assert
ed that similar care in the inspection
of hlghwav vehicles would tend to re
duce accidents.
RICARDO CORTEZ
ij The picture illustrating the talk
KARIN MORLIT
NOW SHOWING
ved the careful inspection of the
“ONE WAY PASSAGE”
motive; the testing of the air
with
;es; inspection of track, block
WM. POWELL, KAY FRANCIS
Signals and switches before the pas
TODAY
sage of the train; Instruction and
Home of Paramount Pictures
IRENE DUNNE
RICARDO CORTEZ examination of employes; protection
.provided at highway crossings; views
in
5f a train dispatcher's office, switch
“13 WOMEN"
were, and the like.
Following the talk, a motion pic,ure of Crawford Notoh in winter, a
Shows at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
production of W. M. Spring of Spring
vale, was shown.

EDUCATIONAL CLUB

BLACKINGTON’S

CAIIHIR
1AVAGI

THE PHANTOM
OF CRESTWOOD"

B

PAR

Page Sevef

ven in a snapshot

John Masefield, poet laureate of
England, will read from his poems In
Memorial hall, Bcwdoln College, Wed
nesday.

skill

irresistibly

Mrs. Nellie Baird and Mrs. Alta
Burgess of North Haven were the
guests of Mrs. Sarah Prescott recenUy.

smooth

The Auxiliary of the Sons of Union
Veterans has a card party this eve
ning at Grand Army hall. Mrs. Velma
Marsh will be In charge.

lo«r skin can have

The monthly supper of Chapin Class
takes place tonight at the Universalis!
vestry, with Miss Harriet Parmalee
in charge.

this compelling charm!

The books "Elizabeth the Queen"
are at the Public Library for mem
bers of the Shakespeare Society. Call
and pay the librarian $1.85.

could resist the eharm of
WHO
dainty Leila Hyams’ clear
smooth skin! Flawless ... in the
camera close-up, in the blazing sun
light, even in a snapshot!

Mrs. Florence M. West of West I
Rockport has contributed large boxes j
of new clothing and new mittens to
the Thrift Shop—an act much appre
ciated.

A snapshot is such a cruel test—
every woman knows that. Yet here
you see this young star in an informal
moment out-of-doors, lovelier than
ever, it seems!

The annual meeting of the Con
gregational Church takes place to
night at 7.30.
The Maine State Nurses’ Associa
tion which had considered withdrawal
from the Maine Federation of Wom
en's Clubs, finally voted on Saturday
to continue the affiliation another
year. Resolutions adopted endorsed
the proposition for a Joint committee
of the Nurses' Association and the
Maine Medical Association for closer
co-operation and urged sufficient ap
propriations by public and private
agencies for support of maternity and
infancy work in the State

Frank Freeman who has been visit
ing his former home in this city, has
returned to Boston.
Miss Amanda Wood of Boston who
has recovered from her illness will
resume her duties at the Univereitv
Club in the near future. For three
years she has very efficiently oper
ated the switchboard there and in
recognition of her valuable services,
the position has been held open the
past yea.- awaiting her return.

Velvet-smooth skin is so irresistibly
appealing! You can have this charm!
“Lux Toilet Soap keeps my skin won
derfully clear and smooth,” Leila
Hyams says. 686 of the 694 impor
tant Hollywood actresses use this
gentle care. You try it. Remember—
no man can resist a soft, smooth skin!
Snapped by

Use the Beauty Soap of the Stars

Toni Brown at
Palm Springs

LU? z

LEILA HYAMS’ satin-smooth skin
wins every heart. Like 9 out of 10
stars, she guards its beauty with fra
grant, white Lux Toilet Soap.

Toilet Soap

John L. Goss who has been making
a brief visit to his granite plant at
Stonington, has returned to Boston.

IIADASSAII CONFERENCE
| cial welfare She was born in Savan chairman of the organization com
Baraca Class holds its business j Mr. and Mrs. Donald Teel of Bel- f
nah, Ga. Both of her gruidluthcrs mittee which is reporting on the con
meeting at the Methodist Church fast, were weekend guests of Mr. and
Thr Loral Organization Represented fought in the Civil War. After her duct of the American affairs ot
Wednesday at 7.30, followed by a Mrs. Elmer Teel. Park street.
• At Notable Meeting In Boston I graduation from Bryn Mawr Col Hadassah.
social
hour
and
refreshments
lege. she undertook social work oi
Gershom Rollins is chairman.
Her work and leadership has made
The B. & B Club met at the homp 1 Today
I non-sectarian nature in Bloomfield. a profound Impression on the Women
of Mrs. Daniel Snow for supper and •
Rockland Chapter, Women of Had- N. J., f or the League of Friendly of Hadassah throughout the country.
Miss Beth Greene went yesterday | bridge Saturday evening
Santa
to Portland on a business trip.
I Claus again visited Rockland and dis- assah. will be represented at the mid Service. Under her direction and
i OMB1MB or mi WIND
I tributed gifts from a lighted tree.! winter conference of the New Eng . supervision school nursing, serial
r lovers of the wind arc oues
The Woman's Foreign Missionary Prizes were won bv Mrs. Henry Mont- land Hadassah region, being held to centers and settlement classes were TheTo follow gulls mid hurrying birds;
Society of the M. E. Church will meet , gemerv, Mrs. Hollo Gardiner. Rollo day at thr Hotel Commander, Cam 1 established. She was sent to Wash
Their love Is hammered out of bronze.
bridge. The region is composed of ington. D C., as executive secretary And water drifts across their words.
Thursday at 2 30 with Miss Minirie Gardiner and Lawrence Leach.
38 chapters representing all the New to the District of Columbia Consum They run not Inland from the sea
Smith. Mrs. H. H. Marr will be the
program leader, with Mrs. Minnie
But wear Its wave against their brow.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy C Bean of Free England States, actively engaged In ers’ League. Mrs. Szold is a diririor The
petrel and the tern might be i
Rogers in charge of devotions
port are visiting his niece Mrs. Daniel carrying on specific work of the Chap of the New York League and is also A symbol ot their strength somehow.
ter.
It
Ls
headed
by
Aleck
E.
Wagon the Bryn Mawr summer school
Snow, Ccean street
man of Dorchester. Mass., as presi i committee.
The weekly public card party of
They rtand against the wind secure
Its rush against the face.
dent. The region is part of the Na
the BPW Club will be held at the
More than a decade ago Mrs. Szold loving
They are a part of storm and shore
Mrs.
Philip
Thomas
entertained
tional
organization
which
helps
fos

home of Mrs. Emily Stevens. Talbot
j became interested in Hadassah. She Asking no mountain In their place.
ter Hadassah activities in the United : has helped sponsor Junior Hadassah
avenue. Thursday evening. Mrs. the Thimble Club last night.
States. Mrs Robert Szold. National and was chairman of the convention There levers of the wind are oues
Stevens and Mrs. J. C. Cunn.ngham
follow after hurrying birds:
The annual junior class play. “Ttie vice president, will be guest speaker. ' in 1921 She was National secretary To
are hostesses.
Their love Is hammered out ot bronze.
Automatic Butler" will be presented
Mrs. Szold has a long and dis i until 1927 and president until 1930
And water drifts neroas their words.
Harold Vinal (formerly of VlnalMr. and Mrs. E. L. Curtis, accom on the opening night of I
tinguished service In Zionism antf^o- She is now first vice president and hsveiil
From Christian Si lence Monitor.
panied by Mrs. George A. Wellman, Kamlval at the High School audi
motored to Portland Tuesday of last torium. A ball will mark the close
week to attend the funeral services of of the second day.
the late Dr. Joseph C. Doughty,
fiance of Miss Leola Wellman of that
Mrs. A. S. Littlcfipld of Talbot ave
city.
nue entertains the Tuesday Club this
afternoon.
The Methebesec Club mets Friday
afternoon at 2.30 at the Central
The THE Club was entertained last
Maine rooms. The subject will be J nighl by Mrs. John M. RichardFon of ;
"Along The West Coast of Africa." Granite street.
Mrs. Lenora Cooper is the leader and
A CERTIFIED INTERVIEW WITH EDWARD TRUMBULL
the hojtetscs will te Y( s. Grac-e
Thursday evening "The Little Red
Daniels. Mrs. Addie Small and Miss
(ARTIST).
166 IAST 38th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
Lantern" was fir't loea’el by the
Lucy Rhodes.
member who always arrives la«t. and
Mrs. Alice M. Spear who has been a page of records was marked accord
ill at the home of her niece, Mrs ingly by the hostess. All members
Edna Oushir.j, Talbot avenue, has re but one were present, and her ab
turned to her home on Old County sence was due to illness. One new j
member was admitted. Action on two
road.
more applications will be taken at
Mr. and Mrs. Clarerc? Smith a"d the next meeting. The rays of file
sen Clarence of Bernard are spend I antern will beam from a long, long
ing the winter with Mrs. Smith's distance at the next meeting place
sister.' Mrs. H. A. Stanley, Warren I in fact members are advised to look
toward the northern sky for the
street.
"sign."
Harold Greene who has been quite
ill with grippe has recovered suf
APPLETON RIDGE
ficiently to resume work yesterday.
Mr. Davis of the Sea View Garage
Dr. F. O. Bartlett is confined to his force
was a caller over the Ridge
home. Llmerock street, with pneu Saturday in the interest of the new
monia.
“‘Look at All Three’ wa* a sporting proposition.
Chevrolet.
“Then we saw the new Plymouth. The first thing
So we looked at the other two low-priced cars.”
A
4-H
Club
for
girls
was
organized
I noticed, naturally, was the beautiful design !’*
Miss Doris Hyler and grandmother
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills of Warren are Saturday afternoon at the home of
occupying the F. A. Maxey apart J Mrs. Angie Fish, who will serve as
ment at 37 Warren street, for the I leader.
The basketball game at Riverside
winter.
hall Friday evening between A H.S
Kalloch Class meets this Tuesday and Liberty High was an exciting
afternoon at the Baptist parlors for game which the large audience thor
oughly enjoyed. The score was 21-6
patchwork and other sewing.
in favor of A.H8.
Mrs. William R. Chapman, wife
The seniors of A.H.S., will present
of the well known musical director, the play “Two Days To Marry,” at
was quite seriously Injured In an Riverside hall, Jan. 13. with the fol
automobile accident. Dec. 3*and has lowing cast; James Dare, Principal
since been a patient at the St. Bar Stanley Eaton; Mr Sawyer, John
nabas Hospital. Hospital authitics son Pitman; Sam Chase, the colored
stated Saturday afternoon that It man, Lawrence Whitney; Walter
would probably be a week or more Blair, Lawrence Moody; Imogene
“My wife just couldn’t stay out of the car. We
before she could be removed to her McShane, Olive Gushee; Sadie Boise.
“We like it better and better all the time. It’s a goodhome in Bethel. The accident oc Limibel Grant; Pink, the colored
both agreed that Floating Power sure is smooth!"
looking car. And it uses li.ir dly any gas at all.'
curred on the Gray road, opposite maid, Gladys Philbrcok.
th eold' Portland Fair Grounds, as
Dr. H. H. Plumer made a profes
If you ask me, Plymouth is America's next Number One Car"
the Chapmans were on their way to sional call at Lizzie Fuller's Satur
Bethel. To avoid a collision with a day.
car ahead, Dr. Chapman pulled
A. H. Moodv. L. N. Mtody. A. G.
ALK to any Plymouth owner! Ask him salesmen. And Plymouth owners are happy!
his car sharply to the left, skidded Pitman and W. M. Newbert were
how he likes his car! You’ll find the
on the icy road and crashed into a among those attending the road
Talk to Plymouth owners about Floating
same enthusiasm everywhere you go.
large maple tree, demolishing the meeting ,in Warren Saturday eve
Power engine mountings! Ask them aboul
front end of the car. Dr. Chapman ning.
Edward Trumbull’s case is typical of Hydraulic Brakes... a safety-steel body!
and his wife were taken to St. BarA new confcst will be started in the
thousands. Like the rest of us, he wanted to
nabds Hospital where it was found Baptist Church school next Sunday.
And then ask a dealer for a Floating Powef
be sure of getting his money’s woith.
that Mrs. Chapman in addition to
The Grange held its annual in
ride! You won't be pressed to buy!
being badly cut about the face by stallation Saturday evening.
That’s why "Look at All Three” appealed
glass from the broken windshield,
to him. It sounded fair. So he looked, stud NEW PRICES-4-DOOR SEDAN NOW $90 LESS
had suffered a fracture of the jaw
Gne day In the Britirh Museum ti
ied, compared , .. then bought a Plymouth. 4-Door Sedan $545, Convertible Coupe $565,
Dr. Chapman was badly shaken up guide was recounting to a little group
but not otherwise injured.
Rumble Seat Coupe $525, Business Coupe $495,
I of tourists the glories of a battered
Word-of-mouth is the strongest kind of all prices f. o. b. factory. Convenient terms. Low
centaur, when a Chicago meat tales
advertising. Happy owners are a car's best delivered prices. Optional, Automatic Clutch $8.
Lescons in Contract Bridge, group., man interrupted with the question:
or Individuals, offered by Mrs. Alan
“Excuse me. sir. but what would
L. Bird. Associate Member Culbert they feed a gink like that on—ham
AND UP F. O B FACTORY • 5010 BY Z,»J1
son's National Studios. Phone 238, and eggs or hay?"—Washington
DESOTO. DODGE « CHRYSLER DEALERS
Rockland.
3-5 , Leader.

I’m glad we Looked
at All Three!”

T
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THE DOUBLE GAUGE MEASURE

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 10, 1933

Page Eight
OPEN TIME ON BEAVEIl
Com'r Stobie Takes This Action After
Hearing Of Damage They fau-e

Is Finding Active Opposition On the Part Of Lobstermen On being presented evidence tlrat
In This Section Of the State
the beaters are doing a lot of dam
age. Commissioner Oeorge J. Stobie
has declared open time for taking lire
busy creatures subject to the usual
restrictions on considerable Franklin
County territory.
As brave pelts are worth anvwherfrom $10 to $20 apiece the trappers
are interested. The beaver is prob
ably the most interesting animal to
be found within the boundaries of
i Maine Full grown animals varv
considerably in weight^-from 40 to
, 60 pounds, and they have been
known to live 20 years. Beaver mate
for life when about two years old
i and always live in pairs with the
exception of a tew animals, gen-

gether. If a majority along the coast
, Frenchboro, Jan. 8.
t'avcr such a plan, why should a small
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
minority defeat it? Even the most
In a recent issue of The Courier- stubborn
ones cannot fail to under
Gazette I read with much interest stand that no working class can
the article about the proposed long endure financially successful
double-gauge law written by Com without concurrent action.
I understand Mr. Crie's position
missioner Crie. I have always had
the greatest respect for our able and sympathize with him in his effisheries director and know that tofts in trying to do something to
under his tenure of office he has been alleviate the distressed condition
responsible for more constructive of the lobstermen. But. if it is a
improvements for the industry than foregone conclusion that there is
under any other previous cojnmis- bound to come a change of meassioner. I still hold the same high urement this winter, dictated by the
regard for his ability although I am dealers of Maine and Massachu
compelled to take an opposing view setts. and the double-gauge compro
concerning the question of meas mise is the final resort, it speaks
weakly for the fishermen themselves
urement.
The first 10inch lobster law- Is it possible that, out of the gen- I
measuring the lobster by his full <. rations that have passed, or of the I
length—was entirely unsatisfactory; present, no fisherman has yet con
the next change of measurement ceived a feasible plan to control hts ,
from the end of the nose to the back industry? Has someone now that
shell was an improvement, yet de plan but is too modest to suggest it? |
fective. To the sponsors of the eye Or. is the present control the most 1
socket measure, and those who nearly perfect we can ever hope to J
worked for its enactment into law, j attain?
I contend that the lobster industry j
I give first honors for their wisdom
and sound judgment and feel, with belongs to the State of Maine and
hundreds of brother fishermen, that especially to the men who operate
it is the best law the industry has it; and I do not agree that any indiever had. Here in Outer Long Island ; vidual or group outside of our state
the law has received a thorough ’ should dominate our actions or dic
test; we have had the good, the bad tate to us the policies we must purand the indifferent man to deal with i sue. We are the ones who endure
and, since the days of the “short j the hardships, suffer the losses and
lobster era," when Boston smacks 1 are the necessary cogs in making
were buying lobsters of nine inches ; the wheels of the industrial ma
and sneaking them illegally away chinery revolve. Without our boats,
from the coast, everyone in this com the thousands of dollars worth of
munity readily agrees that there has additional equipment, and the men
been a decided improvement in our who go forth in all sorts of weather,
the lobster smacks and cars of the
catch of lobsters.
I dealer would lie idle and profitless
• • • •
Personally, I do not favor a double i many weeks of the year.
We are still a vitally important
gauge law. It is not practical to
put in operation at best, and I feel factor in the dealer's life.
I believe that no law should be
certain that it will not produce the
expected results, which men like thrust forward or forced upon us
Prof Herrick predict it will. It must unless it has the consent of the ma
also be remembered that even Prof jority of far-sighted fishermen
Herrick later recommended to the i Neither do I think that an industry
Federal Bureau of Fisheries in that has brought $4,000,000 into the
Washington that the minimum length state in normal times, should be
of IO'-.- inches was a more practical placed in jeopardy by radical
plan than his first suggested "ideal changes based on unsound or untried
theories.
Raymond L. Teel.
plan.”
• • • •
With the advent of a double-gauge
The Last Straw
law and its first flood of smaller lobsters on the market there must sure- Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ly be a sharp decline in price to go
i see ln v©ur paper an arLclS writ- 1
with the increased catch. This ten bv Mr Crie advocating a double I
would give the fishermen no relief, gauge Ictster law. I suppose he 1
Dealers and smackmen that I have wants the reaction to it among the |
talked with during the past year tell i fj, hermen
me that they cannot dispose of the ‘A, far as i am conceme i and all
present catch along with the Ca-; cj t!ie fishermen I have talked with
nadian supply;how can they expect ,a this locality, we all think it would
to dispose of a doublyincreased be the proverbial straw that would
catch? People who have no money , break the camel's back. Viewed from
to buy lobsters when theyare as tow | any angle I can't see how it would
as 12 cents a pound will have none to heip the fishermen or the industry,
buy them at any price.
They claim that the principal reason
After the first few years, when now' why the price of lobsters is so
the increase in catch will be over— ;ow is because our markets are floodI feel certain it will be as smaller cd with Canadian chicken lobsters,
lobsters trap better than the ma- jf
what would tt be to dump on
ture ones do-reduced prices of small ,he market those caught in Maine,
lobsters will still remain with very thc first two or three years after j
little to sell; then "the bootlegger' enactment of the double gauge law.
will commence war on the larger
Qn [Op Of that we would have to .
sized stock, which, of course, would throw an Of our large lobsters back ;
be as illegal to sell as "shorts" are at Much value is lost here because of 1
the present time. For the law-abid- the fact that for every 8-pound lobing fisherman I can see a six months J S(cr we caught we would have to catch
closed season to remedy the depleted about nine or ten smaller ones to
industry, a thing ruinous to those make the same number of pounds,
i don't know what it is like in other
who live on the outside Islands.
It would probably come at a time > iccalities. but during a certain part of
when Nova Scotia is fishing and the ^fie season we get about as manv
lobster dealer will then have the inlobsters as we do small opes
dustry at his mercy. I do not hesi- j, verj. evident something will have
tate to state, that from past experi to be done for us. as we cannot re
ence, they have proven beyond a main in the business under present
doubt that their idea of business conditions.
profits come first, with the interest
First I would suggest that we
of the lobstermen far in the back- Change our law so that we could marground.
, , , ,
ket our lobsters in Rockland. Boston.
...
, ,
J, ..
...... 'or any other place without break in ~
I feel safe in predicting that lobterms of our license Let us get
sters will never again reach the together and see if we could not ge'
Ecak„pr3ce_of 70 Cfn? a
and a tariff on lobsters so that we couic
in all fairness to the consumer, I compete with the Canadian fisherdo not believe they should. If we i ™“‘
are certain they are never to reach
I would suggest that Mr. Crie frame
such exorbitant heights, we must a petition and circulate it among the
then consider a conservative plan to ft£ermen for slgnatures and then
increase our catch and to meet the present it to the proper authority to
lower price standards. I think wc prohibit those in the employ of the
are on the right road to that in government from going lobstenng It
crease now.
at least as though our govern- j
Our present law needs minor seems could
do that much for us I
changes and the defective loopholes ment
have heard of a case where a lightneed attention. To this end I am keeper lost his Job for charging a few j
offering a plan, composed of the sug cents for carrying a nian to one of j
gestions of more than one practi
islands. If our dear Uncle Samuel i
cal thinker grouped together, aimed the
so fussy about his employes receiv
to unite the lobster fishermen, to is
eliminate the short lobster trader ing money from other sources, why !
and to end the "banditry" of the un does he pick on the lobster fisher- j
scrupulous summer resident. If we men.
But let us see If we can t get
cannot stop the traffic of shorts dur
ing the season of vacationists, we a uniform law with Massachusetts
might, as well face the fact and sus If that isn't possible, change our
Our '
pend fishing operations, which are law to conform to theirs.
seldom profitable, while they are business is on the rocks, but let us j
not think any one thing will save it j
here.
whether it be not sharing our chance I
This is my plan:
Retention of the present 3t4 inch to make a living with government em
ployes, a tariff, embargo or any other
eye socket measure.
Retention of the present egg lob lone article.
So. fellow fishermen from Kittery |
ster law.
Suspension of lobster fishing every to Eastport, if as Congressman Nel
where on the Maine coast from July son says, it is the wheel that does the I
most squeaking that gets the most at
15 to Sept. 1.
Organization of the lobster fisher tention, let us make our squeaks a^
men this winter, incorporation of loud as the wets for four percent beer
this organization by State legislature and as insistent as the Japanese in
with provision that any man refus China. If the double gauge law is
ing to join cannot receive a license passed the best I could say for it is
to lobster. Provision that any per that I would suggest a new version $o
son granted a license must be a song I sometimes hear over the ra
equipped, either separately or joint dio: We go lobstering not because wc
ly with some other fisherman, of a arc lazy but wc don't want to be rich.
Henry F. York
lebster car capable of holding 5f'O
Spruce Head, Jan. 9.
pounds of lobsters.
• « • •
WANT GRANITE USED
Elimination of more than one I
buyer in any town.
Organization
l L
, The Senate committee on Public
leaders to select the buyer of each. Buildtngs and Grounds, of which
town with approval of majority ol 1
Keyes of New Hampshire is
resident fishermen
chairman, yesterday reported favor
Appropriation of a sum of money ably the Schall-Shlpstead resolution i
by State legislature to buy female providing that granite and marble
lobsters (not egg lobsters* of 2's shall be used for the exterior con
pounds and over from the fishermen struction of Federal buildings herefor a period of two years.
after, even though these stones cost j
Trial of this plan for five years. more than competitive stones, unless
At the end of this period put to a the difference is unreasonable. The ;
referendum among fishermen to see Maine Congressional delegation has
If majority want above plan to con been supporting the campaign to in
tlnue. If not, let each man state hiiicrease the use 0[ granite and limecholcc and select plan of
. stone in Federal buildings, which was
Concerning the above Plan. I mus defcat<,d )afit monlh ln lhe
o( thr
say that I do not bcliete we will ArchJves Building ln Washington and
ever again be successful under any
renewcd in tfie case of the
law until we are organized for unity F;deral Courthouse in New York. Bids
of purpose. The majority of hshc wnich were opened at the Treasmen in this community see the
The granite bid in the
futility of furt^ tod*^tentection New York case u half a mUlion do1'
and are agreeable to Joining to- lars more
limestone bid.

j erally males, that lose their mates
and retire to wash-outs or holes in
the banks of streams. Trappers
call these "bank beavers.”
The young come in late May or
| early June. They are born with eyes
; open and incisor teeth The grinders
! appear later and when two years old
j they have an entirely new set oi
teeth. When only a few weeks old
the young are brought out to quiet
places along the bank of a stream or
pend and are taught how to care for
themselves. •
An emigrant was preparmg to leave
his native land to try his luck,
abroad. An acquaintance inquired,
casually: “What are you going to do
when you arrive at your destination?"
"Oh. take up land."
"Much?"
“Only a shovelful at a time."—TitBits.

comb, Reuben Blackman of Whitefield, Joseph E. Crooker of Bristol.
Sheriff Of Lincoln County Names Harold A. Houdlette of Dresden,
Deputies Who Will Serve Next Two Amzy M. Hodgkins of Jefferson,
Joseph T. West of Damariscotta,
Years
j Harvey O. Sprague of Jefferson, Viv
Sheriff Arthur R. Greenleaf of ian R. Oiles of Wiscasset and Merle
Boothbay Harbor completed his staff S. Cartner of Waldoboro.
of deputies Friday, when three ap
CAPT. ADRIAN E. HOOPER
pointees from the Boothbay region
Funeral services (or Capt. Adrian |
were sworn in by the Clerk of Courts
Clarence A Richards in the Court E Hooper, 68, former master of sail- j
House. Of the three officers who ing vessels, who died in a Portland
qualified one held a commission from I hospital Wednesday after nearly a
Sheriff Greenleaf last year and two ! year s Illness, was held at 749 ConI gress strec nt 3 p. m. Friday, Capt.
are new deputies.
Alpheus Dodge of Boothbay ap Hooper 1. .eff at Torrington Point,
pointed to serve as a civil deputy only Peaks Ialanti. A native of Rockland,
was the old officer qualifying. The he had followed the sea since boyhood
other two, George H. Reed of Booth- until he retired ten years ago. Be
bay Harbor and Herbert L. Pinkham sides his widow he leaves a daughter,
Miss Gertrude Hooper of Portland,
of Boothbay are the new officers.
Other deputies reappointed by Mr. and two sons, Thornton Hooper of
Greenleaf and who qualified Mon Philadelphia and Edward Hooper of
day are William A. Baker of Edge- Absecon, N J.

GREENLEAF’S FAMILY

———

A COMPLETE

—

i

CUTLER’S

LIQUIDATION

OF THIS ENTIRE

WINTER STOCK

JANUARY
CLEARANCE

AS LOW AS

50 CENTS ON THE
DOLLAR!
AND MOST

CASES LOWER
NOTHING
RESERVED!
EVERYTHING
MUST GO!

STARTS

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 11

AT 9 A. M.
Rain or Shine

The Entire Winter Stock of High Grade Women’s Coats, Dresses and Furnishings To Be Fully

SOLD OUT!!

STORE NOW
CLOSED
Positively No One Ad
mitted until the Opening
Hour
9 A. M. WEDNESDAY
MORNING
WANTED!
15 Salesladies

NOTICE: STOCK MUST BE SOLD TO MAKE ROOM FOR SPRING MERCHANDISE

APRONS

[Rayon & Wool

WE WILL NOT CARRY A WINTER GARMENT OVER!

RAYON

of Percale

HOSE
14c

Entire stock of Women’s and Misses’ Clothing to be disposed of at Less
Than Half. Regardless of cost or loss to us—this winter stock must move
to make room for our Early Spring stock that will be here soon!

HOSE
12c

5c

PUBLIC SALE! NO SYMPATHY! NO MERCY!

UNIFORMS

White Only; Reg. $1.98 U • V
LADIES’ SILK AND

DARK RAYON

18c

BLOOMERS
ALL
WOOL

SKIRTS

$J22

WOOL

$1.53

DRESS

At This Price They’re Given Away

LADIES’
MISSES’
WINTER

COATS
$384

ALL WOOL SLIP-ON

Sensational Savings
FUR TRIMMED

COATS

$11.46

Up to $25.00 Values!

DRESSES

All Silk Full Fashioned

HOSE

34c

sharps

LADIES’, MISSES’ SILK

$2.43

DRESSES

Here you’ll find dresacs sold up to $10

87c

COATS

83c

OUR ADVICE
Close your home, make it a
holiday and get here early.
These values won’t last forever.

Can You—Dare You
Pass Up These Golden
Opportunities

NEW FELT

HATS

Ca
&UC

Must Go!

QQ
V

$12.50 Values!

Ladies’
All Wool
COAT
SWEATERS

• .<5*5
RAIN

SILK

$3.67

DRESSES
Ladies’ and Misses’

Bloomers
Panties
Step-ins

PAJAMAS

64

4 nr?

COATS Jpi.OO

SALE
STARTS

Misses’ and Ladies’ Cotton

BLOUSES

GOWNS

These sold up to $12.50

AT 9
A. M.

CUTLER’S
YOUR FAVORITE SPECIALTY SHOP
.

94c
43c

36c

DRESSES

WED., JAN. 11

369 MAIN ST.

100% Pure Silk

Ladies’ Rayon

SILK

41c

$1.00

SLIPS

To explain these would be impossible!
THE ENTIRE STOCK WILL BE SLASHED
To the Raw Bone—Nothing Will Be Reserved
—Just Come In—Everything Marked In Plain
Figures!
PICK THEM OFF THE RACKS!

FUR SCARFS
AND MUFFS

Q

XP

55c

Sold up to $1.98

LADIES’, MISSES’WINTER

SWEATERS

I

Ladies’ Rayon

ROCKLAND, ME.

CORSETS
WRAP AROUNDS

TERMS OF SALE
ALL SALES FINAL!
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS
NO RETURNS
NO EXCHANGES
NO C. O. D.’S
NO DEPOSITS

